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 The organization and regulation of eukaryotic DNA is a critical genomic 

process that is controlled by many key enzymes and multimeric complexes. 

One mode of regulation involves the acetylation of histones, as coordinated by 

the opposing enzymatic activities of histone acetyltransferases and 

deacetylases. Some of the enzymatic and regulatory subunits involved in 

chromatin regulation are essential, and thus present additional challenges to 

comprehensively study their function. Subunits within the NuA4 complex, such 

as the catalytic subunit Esa1, and non-catalytic Epl1 subunit, are examples of 

essential chromatin-modifying components. In this thesis, the powerful genetic 

tool of bypass suppression, is used to study null ESA1 and EPL1 mutants by 

concurrent deletion of the Rpd3L deacetylase complex, promoting a more 

balanced cellular acetylation state. Upon bypass, critical functions of Epl1 

were defined for the first time in vivo, and implicated Epl1 as a key co-factor 

required for Esa1 catalytic activity. Here, Epl1 is also found to be important for 

targeting Esa1 to chromatin, thereby supporting Esa1’s critical activity as an 

acetyltransferase. Furthermore, bypass suppression of NuA4 revealed a key 

interaction network between NuA4 and the Rpd3L and Hda1 histone 

deacetylases. Despite deleting an essential acetyltransferase and two 

important deacetylases, growth of the epl1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ mutant is 

significantly more robust than the epl1∆ sds3∆ mutant and can withstand 

various stresses such as high temperature and exposure to genotoxic agents. 

The strong genetic interaction between NuA4, Rpd3L, and Hda1 underscores 
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the importance of understanding how acetyltransferases and deacetylases act 

both in opposition and cooperatively. Finally, bypass suppression of ESA1 

enabled the first transcriptomics study of esa1∆ cells, defining Esa1 as a 

critical regulator of ribosome biogenesis. Together, the studies presented and 

discussed in this thesis highlight the power of bypass suppression and define 

key functions and regulatory targets of critical chromatin-modifiers in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 
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 Introduction  Chapter 1

Chapter 1. 

Introduction 
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 Throughout the course of evolution, the eukaryotic genome evolved into a 

highly compacted and organized structure. The eukaryotic genome is packaged into 

chromatin, which is composed of the basic nucleosome unit containing 147 bp of 

DNA tightly wrapped 1.7 times around a histone octamer. The histone octamer 

contains two copies of each of the four canonical histones, H3, H4, H2A, and H2B. 

These dynamic chromatin components dictate the accessibility of DNA to crucial 

machinery, and therefore have many established cellular roles, including functions in 

recombination, DNA damage repair, and transcription [reviewed in (Kornberg and 

Lorch 1999; Felsenfeld and Groudine 2003; Allis and Jenuwein 2016)]. 

 The nucleosomes themselves are regulated by two primary mechanisms: 

nucleosome positioning and mobilization, catalyzed by ATP-dependent chromatin 

remodeling machineries, and post-translational modification (PTM) of histones 

[reviewed in (Kouzarides 2007)]. Acetylation is one such key PTM that regulates gene 

expression by modifying lysine residues on the N-terminal histone tails (Figure 1-1).  

 Histone/Lysine acetyltransferases (HATs/KATs) and deacetylases 

(HDACs/KDACs) dynamically regulate acetylation, catalyzing the transfer or removal 

of the acetyl group from acetyl-CoA to the ε-amino group of lysine residues in 

histones. Histone acetylation neutralizes the positive charge on lysine residues, 

promoting an open chromatin structure, thereby facilitating polymerase and 

transcription factor accessibility. The majority of lysine acetylation studies have 

focused on histone targets, yet KATs also act on many non-histone substrates (Lin et 

al. 2009; Mitchell et al. 2013a; Downey et al. 2015). 

 Tip60 is the catalytic subunit of the NuA4 acetyltransferase complex. In 

humans, Tip60 is one such KAT that is the essential catalytic subunit of a larger 
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Histone 
acetylation 

HAT 

HDAC 
Histone 

deacetylation 

Esa1 

Rpd3 

Ac Ac Ac 

RNA  
pol II 

TF 

Figure 1-1. Post-translational modification of histone-tails by 
acetylation. Acetylation is a key post-translational modification catalyzed 
by the opposing enzymatic activities of HATs and HDACs. Examples of 
such enzymes are shown in blue. Here, the pink boxes with ‘Ac’ represent 
acetylation, permitting transcription factors (‘TF’) and RNA pol II, for 
example to access the DNA. 
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macromolecular complex, NuA4. Both Tip60 and the NuA4 holocomplex are deeply 

conserved, with Esa1 acting as the catalytic subunit in budding yeast (Doyon et al. 

2004; Lafon et al. 2007). Tip60 is an essential MYST-family acetyltransferase and 

has several well-established roles in biology and human health, including extensive 

roles in cell cycle progression, DNA damage repair, and gene regulation (Doyon and 

Côté 2004; Squatrito et al. 2006). Importantly, Tip60 is involved in several human 

carcinomas: Tip60 was identified as a haploinsufficient tumor suppressor with roles in 

oncogene induced DNA damage response (Gorrini et al. 2007). Interestingly, Tip60 is 

both up- and down-regulated in human cancers: it is downregulated in breast (Gorrini 

et al. 2007) and colorectal (Mattera et al. 2009) cancers, yet is up-regulated in 

prostate cancer (Shiota et al. 2010), along with in several other cancers as 

highlighted in large-scale cancer genomic studies [Figure 1-2; (Cerami et al. 2012; 

Gao et al. 2013)]. These basic biological roles and disease connections highlight the 

importance of tightly controlling the enzymatic activity of Tip60, and gaining a deeper 

understanding for how Tip60 is regulated. 

 Enhancer of Polycomb is broadly conserved. In addition to Tip60, the 

NuA4/TIP60 complex contains many other conserved and essential subunits (Doyon 

and Côté 2004). As is the case with many enzymatic complexes, defining the function 

of noncatalytic subunits is often challenging, despite the potential for crucial 

contributions within or beyond the holocomplex. Establishing these functions often 

require integrated genetic, genomic, and biochemical analyses. For subunits that are 

broadly conserved, these efforts can be aided by the compilation of studies from 

many organisms. Enhancer of polycomb (EPC) is one such NuA4/TIP60 subunit, 

central to this thesis, which has no known catalytic activity, though it has been 
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Figure 1-2. Tip60 is frequently altered in cancer. The human ortholog of 
Esa1, Tip60, is frequently altered in several cancer subtypes, as identified in 
several large-scale genomic studies (specific study indicated in 
parentheses). These data were accessed in April 2014 from the cBioPortal 
for Cancer Genomics. (Cerami et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2013) 
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annotated in more than 65 species (Aken et al. 2016). In this introduction, both key 

recent and historical studies are highlighted that together provide a comprehensive 

overview of EPC function. Specifically, studies that have contributed to the 

understanding of EPC as an individual protein are the focus, rather than detailing the 

diverse functions of the NuA4 complex as a whole. 

EPC was first characterized as E(Pc) in Drosophila melanogaster, as a “new 

enhancer of polycomb” (Sato et al. 1983). E(Pc) mutants did not have homeotic 

phenotypes as did the Polycomb group mutants, which have defects in silencing HOX 

gene expression (Kassis et al. 2017). Instead E(Pc) mutants acted as dominant 

enhancers of Polycomb group mutants in adult flies, indicating unique underlying 

genetic interactions; E(Pc)-/- flies however, are themselves embryonic lethal (Sato et 

al. 1983; Cheng et al. 1994; Soto et al. 1995). Early phenotypic characterization of 

E(Pc) also led to the observation that E(Pc) was a suppressor of position-effect 

variegation, a phenotype generally associated with non-histone chromatin proteins 

that influence the spread of heterochromatin (Clegg et al. 1998; Sinclair et al. 1998). 

This was a timely observation, as several months later, orthologs of E(Pc) were 

identified by sequence homology in yeast (Epl1), mammals (EPC1), and C. elegans 

(Stankunas et al. 1998), with plant species soon to follow (Springer et al. 2002). 

Within two years, yeast Epl1 was identified as an essential subunit in the NuA4 

acetyltransferase complex (Galarneau et al. 2000). This early cross-species 

identification (Table 1-1) promoted concurrent multi-organism studies of EPC, and 

overall, led to an enhanced understanding of function. 

 Comparative studies between model organisms promote functional 

definition. Whereas the earliest studies of E(Pc) relied on Drosophila phenotypic 
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characterization, a deepened molecular understanding of E(Pc) was gained from 

fundamental genetic and biochemical experiments in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 

Similar to Drosophila, yeast Epl1 was found to be essential for viability (Galarneau et 

al. 2000), and low-dosage alleles of Epl1 indicated its importance in progression 

through the cell cycle, response to DNA damage, histone H4 and H2A acetylation, 

gene silencing, and in autophagy (Boudreault et al. 2003; Yi et al. 2012).  

Many of Epl1’s functions have been defined based upon domain structure, 

dividing Epl1 into a non-essential C-terminus and an essential N-terminus (Figure 1-

3). The C-terminus is quite variable in sequence among species, although it does 

serve to tether piccolo-NuA4 subunits to the NuA4 holocomplex and targets the 

acetyltransferase, Esa1, to chromatin (Boudreault et al. 2003; Searle et al. 2017). In 

contrast, the conserved N-terminus of Epl1, known as the EPcA domain, physically 

interacts with the NuA4 subunits Yng2, Eaf6, and the acetyltransferase, Esa1, which 

collectively with Epl1 are known as piccolo-NuA4 (Figure 1-4A) (Boudreault et al. 

2003; Mitchell et al. 2008; Rossetto et al. 2014). Epl1, through its EPcA region, is 

critical for Esa1 acetyltransferase activity, especially toward nucleosomes in vitro, and 

further contributes to target specificity (Selleck et al. 2005; Berndsen et al. 2007; 

Chittuluru et al. 2011; Huang and Tan 2013; Lalonde et al. 2013; Kuo et al. 2015). 

Most recently, the structure of the EPcA domain was solved in complex with the other 

piccolo-NuA4 subunits, and the first bypass mutant of EPL1 was identified using 

powerful genetic suppression analysis that has been highly useful for the study of 

many other critical proteins (Prelich 1999; Hughes 2016; van Leeuwen et al. 2017). 

These suppression studies, building on earlier work with non-null alleles (Lin et al. 

2008), implicated Epl1 as being a critical Esa1 co-factor, and highlighted the 
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Figure 1-3. Epl1 domain structure in S. cerevisiae. Epl1 contains the 
essential and conserved EpCA domain, broken down into 3 sub-domains, 
each named for their initial characterization based on physical interaction 
[as modified from (Boudreault et al. 2003; Chittuluru et al. 2011; Searle et 
al. 2017; Selleck et al. 2005)]. The C-terminus is highly variable among 
species, and accounts for the bulk of the differences in size of orthologs as 
listed in Table 1. Some metazoans do have shorter stretches of conserved 
residues within the C-terminus, referred to as EPc-B and EPc-C (Stankunas 
et al. 1998).  
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Yng2 

Piccolo-NuA4 
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  Yng2 
 Eaf6 

  
Ct 

EPC1 

G 

  EPC1 

E2F6 

DP1 

  EPC2 
EZH2 

  EPC1 
HOP 

  EPC1 
RFP 

Enhancer of polycomb 
Piccolo-NuA4 core complex subunit 
Physical interaction 
Purified in-complex 

Eaf3 

Eaf7 
Eaf5 

Yaf9 

Swc4 
Arp4 

Act1 

RFP 
A B 

Figure 1-4. EPC has widespread functions as evidenced by multimeric 
complex diversity and physical interactors. (A) EPC is best 
characterized as a subunit of the NuA4/TIP60 complex and the smaller 
piccolo-NuA4 complex. (B) However, EPC is also present in at least one 
other multimeric complex, and has been verified as critical in several 
physical interactions with functional implications, illustrated here and noted 
in the text. Some of these may be independent of NuA4/TIP60. The EPC1-
RFP interaction is dependent on a glycosylated form of RFP. The 
interactions included here are limited and it is likely that additional proteins 
or post-translational modifications will be identified potentially as part of 
these interactions. Domains where characterized interactions occur are 
noted in accordance with the labeling in Figure 1. The metazoan NuA4/
Tip60 complex contains several additional subunits as recently described 
(Jacquet et al. 2016).  
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importance of the physical Epl1-Esa1 interactions for acetyltransferase activity (Xu et 

al. 2016; Searle et al. 2017). 

 Whereas yeast studies shed light on the basic cellular function of Epl1, and 

demonstrated its importance in chromatin regulation, studies in multicellular 

organisms allowed for expansion of these seminal results to understand how Epl1 is 

involved in other cellular processes. Early studies of E(Pc) in Drosophila illustrated its 

critical role in chromatin regulation and demonstrated that E(Pc) is also involved in 

genomic imprint maintenance in Drosophila, likely through its role in heterochromatin 

maintenance (Joanis and Lloyd 2002). E(Pc) has been further highlighted for its 

important interactions (Table 1-2) with various genes and proteins involved in 

apoptosis and chromatin regulation, such as with ISWI (Imitation SWI), His1 (Histone 

H1), and Polycomb group genes (Ali and Bender 2004; Arancio et al. 2010; Fullard 

and Baker 2015; Kavi et al. 2015). As in yeast, E(Pc) is important in the cell cycle in 

Drosophila, where is it required during development for mitotic exit during the 

transition to a post-mitotic state (Flegel et al. 2016). Additionally, there is evidence to 

suggest that E(Pc) is also important in DNA damage repair, whereby mutation 

increases the rate of homologous recombination (Holmes et al. 2006).  

Developmental work in Drosophila revealed E(Pc)’s involvement in 

differentiation and stem cell fate determination. E(Pc) is downregulated upon 

activation of the JNK (Jun amino-terminal kinase) signaling pathway in imaginal disc 

cells undergoing regeneration. This promotes wound healing, giving rise to most of 

the major structures in the adult fly (Lee et al. 2005). In multipotent hematopoietic 

progenitors, E(Pc) again acts downstream of JNK, here in combination with FoxO 

(Forkhead box protein O transcription factor), to trigger cellular differentiation (Owusu-
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Ansah and Banerjee 2009). E(Pc) was also identified as a regulator of cell fate and 

differentiation in intestinal stem cells and germ cells in the testes, respectively (Zeng 

et al. 2015; Feng et al. 2017). Related MAP-kinase signaling has also been linked to 

heterochromatin formation in yeast, providing additional relevance to the EPC-JNK 

relationship (Stone and Pillus 1996; Mazor and Kupiec 2009). Together, these 

examples highlight the importance of the EPC-JNK regulation axis in fly development. 

 In addition to pioneering work in Drosophila and yeast, recent progress has 

been made in studies of EPC in additional metazoans (Table 1-1), including C. 

elegans and D. rerio. These studies began to hint at roles for EPC in oncogenesis, 

perhaps not surprisingly, given its central role in chromatin regulation and in stem cell 

identity. Knockdown of epc1 was found to decrease lifespan in a daf-16-dependent 

manner in C. elegans, and was found to be a Ras antagonist in the regulation of cell 

division and cell-fate determination (Ceol and Horvitz 2004; Kim and Sun 2007). 

Additionally, analogous to Drosophila studies, epc2 was found to regulate 

hematopoietic development in zebrafish, specifically in the development of primitive 

erythroid cells. In this case knockdown of epc2 was consistent with a role in 

mesodermal precursor differentiation in blood development via upregulation of scl, 

gata1, and βe3-globin (Huang et al. 2013). These studies add further support for EPC 

as a critical regulator of cellular processes, from early development through 

subsequent aging and development of disease. 

 Human EPC was first purified in MCF7 and HeLa cell lines as a subunit of the 

NuA4/TIP60 complex. Both splice variants and paralogs EPC1 and EPC2, were 

concurrently identified (Doyon et al. 2004). EPC1 was found to tether MBTD1 

(Malignant Brain Tumor Domain Containing 1) to the human TIP60 complex, 
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promoting TIP60-driven repair of DNA double stranded breaks by homologous 

recombination (Jacquet et al. 2016).  

 Studies of EPC1 outside the NuA4/TIP60 complex in mammals have pointed 

to roles for it and EPC2 that are independent of their canonical roles as NuA4 

subunits. Beyond NuA4, EPC1/2 interacts with other proteins, supporting the 

presence of additional novel functions in mice and humans (Figure 1-4B). For 

example, a unique interaction between EPC1 and RFP (RET Finger Protein) was 

identified in mice. Specifically, a glycosylated form of RFP was found to interact with 

the C-terminus of EPC1 in repressive activities, whereas the EPcA domain of EPC1 

was found to have transcriptional activating activities (Shimono et al. 2000; Tezel et 

al. 2002). EPC1 was also identified as an E2F6 (E2F Transcription Factor 6) binding 

partner, and furthermore was found to exist in a distinct stable complex in vitro and in 

vivo with E2F6 and DP1. This complex was found to exist in proliferating normal and 

transformed human cells and to co-elute with Sin3B to promote repressive activities 

(Attwooll et al. 2005). Finally, the paralog EPC2 was shown to interact with EZH2 in 

human colorectal cancer cells, with an involvement in transcriptional regulation (Guil 

et al. 2012).  

The diverse interactions of EPC1 and EPC2 begin to point toward specialized 

roles for each paralog, hinting at cell-type and developmental-stage specific EPC-

containing complexes. This observation may be particularly noteworthy especially 

considering the translational importance of EPC1 and EPC2 that has begun to be 

defined in recent years. 

 From basic function to translational significance. With its well-established, 

broadly critical genetic roles, it is not surprising that studies in more recent years have 
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also shed light on the clinical importance of EPC1 and EPC2, both in patient samples 

and in murine models of human disease. EPC1 and EPC2 have been primarily 

implicated in basic cancer biology and metastasis, and have also been found to 

function in skeletal muscle differentiation. Many of these examples highlight EPC1 

and EPC2 apart from NuA4/Tip60, and underscore the importance of EPC’s diverse 

interacting partners. 

 EPC1 has been mechanistically implicated in metastasis. For example, it was 

found that EPC1 activates E2F1 (E2F Transcription Factor 1), leading to the 

upregulation of anti-apoptotic survival genes. This triggers a metastasis-related gene 

signature that is prognostic of poor patient outcome. Cisplatin treatment of cancer cell 

lines, such as SK-Mel-147 melanoma cells resulted in upregulation of EPC1, further 

pointing towards EPC1 enabling survival of cancer cells. Accordingly, knockdown of 

EPC1 led to increased DNA damage sensitivity and apoptosis in an E2F1 dependent 

mechanism (Wang et al. 2016).  

EPC is genetically altered in several cancers, including both hematological 

cancers and solid tumors. Basic findings in zebrafish, illustrating a role for EPC in 

blood development (Huang et al. 2013), may lead to further insights for multiple roles 

of EPC in leukemia and other hematological conditions. For example, EPC1 

expression is downregulated in leukemia cells as compared to its expression in 

hematopoietic progenitor cells, and has been found as a breakpoint site in adults with 

T-cell leukemia (Nakahata et al. 2009; Prasad et al. 2014). Both EPC1 and EPC2 are 

required for acute myeloid leukemia cell proliferation; knockdown of EPC1 and/or 

EPC2 leads to accumulation of MYC in acute myeloid leukemia cells, contributing to 

selective apoptosis (Huang et al. 2014).  
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EPC1 is also a reported site of breakpoints in solid tumors, such as in 

endometrial stromal sarcoma, though these EPC1-translocations account for a 

minority of reported cases (Micci et al. 2006; Chiang et al. 2011). EPC is also altered 

in sequence and in copy number, such as in early sporadic pancreatic ductal 

adenocarcinoma, where EPC1, and to a lesser frequency, EPC2 are mutated and 

have a loss of heterozygosity (Biankin et al. 2012). Finally, a site of common genetic 

variation within the second intron of EPC2 was reported to elicit differential response 

to gemcitabine, a common chemotherapeutic agent (Jarjanazi et al. 2008). This 

points beyond the demonstrated importance of EPC in cancer biology, to triggering a 

differential response to cancer therapy. 

 Discussion above illustrated the importance of EPC in cellular differentiation 

and development. This is also highlighted in EPC1’s role in spermatogenesis in mice 

(Dong et al. 2017), as well as in applied models of skeletal muscle differentiation. 

EPC1 regulates skeletal muscle differentiation through interaction with HOP 

(Homeodomain Only Protein) and also recruits Serum Response Factor (SRF) and 

p300, in a manner that appears to be independent of NuA4/Tip60. Indeed, Tip60 is 

undetectable in various muscle cell lines and tissues (Kee et al. 2007; Kim et al. 

2009). The positive regulation of skeletal muscle differentiation by the EPC1-HOP 

interaction is opposed by an interaction between EPC1 and RFP, whereby RFP 

blocks the skeletal muscle differentiation that is induced by the collaboration of EPC1 

and HOP (Kee et al. 2012). Knowledge of this role of EPC1 in muscle differentiation 

may become directly applicable in a clinical setting. In a model of arterial injury, it was 

found that local delivery of EPC1 reduced formation of scar tissue in smooth muscle 

by promoting vascular smooth muscle cell differentiation (Joung et al. 2012). 
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Whereas translational studies of EPC are, to date, more limited than those of Tip60, 

those discussed here underscore the role of EPC as a critical genomic regulator 

perhaps ultimately bridging basic cellular functions to clinical significance. 

 Bypass suppression is a powerful genetic tool. The study of essential 

genes creates additional challenges, as these critical genes cannot simply be deleted 

from the genome without a loss of viability.  Such studies, therefore, frequently rely on 

hypomorphic alleles where key features, such as enzymatic activity are inhibited or 

diminished conditionally, such as with elevated temperatures. Seminal studies of 

Esa1 have been performed with such alleles, and led to a comprehensive 

understanding of its functions (Clarke et al. 1999; Bird et al. 2002; Clarke et al. 2006). 

However, such studies have limitations, in that they do not truly represent a complete 

loss of gene function from the cell. 

 Another powerful tool to study essential genes is bypass suppression, 

whereby the essential gene of interest is deleted in combination with an additional 

gene, usually in a parallel pathway [reviewed in (Prelich 1999)]. The second deletion 

promotes bypassing the requirement for the essential gene, often by counteracting a 

key feature of the essential gene. Bypass suppression has led to key insights about 

many crucial proteins (van Leeuwen et al. 2017). For example, deletion of SML1 

bypasses the essential requirement for MEC1 and RAD53, and revealed key insights 

into dNTP synthesis (Zhao et al. 1998). Most pertinent to this thesis however, was the 

study that identified the first bypass suppressor within the NuA4 acetyltransferase 

complex, and subsequently led to a greater understanding of essential activities 

(Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014). 
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 Promoting a balanced acetylation state allows for the bypass of ESA1. 

Previously, studies identified that the essential requirement for the conserved NuA4 

HAT, Esa1, could be bypassed by loss of Rpd3L complex activity, through loss of 

SDS3 (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014). In brief, though viable, esa1∆ sds3∆ cells 

were not robust, displaying strong temperature and DNA damage sensitivity, along 

with a G2/M cell cycle delay, and low global levels of H4 acetylation. It was 

speculated that esa1∆ sds3∆ cells had impaired fitness because of their imbalanced 

acetylation state, including one in which H4 acetylation levels were low relative to H3 

acetylation, that remained relatively normal.  

 Various experiments “balancing” H4 acetylation relative to H3 improved the 

fitness of esa1∆ sds3∆ cells. Mimicking H4 acetylation by mutating the acetylatable 

lysines of H4 to glutamine improved esa1∆ sds3∆ fitness at high temperatures and in 

the presence of DNA damage. Supporting the importance of an H3 and H4 

acetylation balance, mutating key H3 lysine residues to arginine, mimicking an 

unmodified lysine, resulted in increased fitness. Additionally, removal of key HDACs 

improved the fitness of esa1∆ sds3∆ cells, perhaps through a similar mechanism as 

the histone mutant strains. Specifically, deletion of HST1, HDA1, or SIR2 in esa1∆ 

sds3∆ cells each uniquely suppressed esa1∆ sds3∆ phenotypes. For example, esa1∆ 

sds3∆ hda1∆ strongly suppressed temperature sensitivity, cell cycle defects, and 

rDNA silencing defects. Because manipulation of cellular acetylation levels 

differentially affected the fitness of the bypass strain, it was proposed that the 

essential function of Esa1 lies in its ability to promote balanced acetylation in the cell, 

that were suggested, is likely to also include non-histone substrates (Torres-Machorro 

and Pillus 2014). 
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 Bypass suppression to define key functions of chromatin modifying 

proteins. In this thesis, bypass suppression facilitated studies of key chromatin 

proteins. Regulation of chromatin involves the careful coordination of many different 

enzymes, regulatory proteins, and structural subunits. Oftentimes, due to their 

essential roles, chromatin proteins are challenging to study. In Chapter 2, bypass 

suppression enabled the first in vivo comprehensive characterization of the essential 

NuA4 subunit, Epl1. Through biochemical, genomic, and mutational analyses, Epl1 

was newly defined as a critical co-factor for the NuA4 catalytic subunit, Esa1. Chapter 

3 utilizes the defined EPL1 bypass mutant to characterize important interactions 

between NuA4 and HDACs, identifying Hda1 as crucial for the opposition of NuA4 

activity, acting both in tandem and independently of the Rpd3L HDAC. Finally, 

Chapter 4 utilizes the ESA1 bypass mutant to define the complete transcriptional 

regulome of Esa1, and identifies Esa1 as a crucial transcriptional and functional 

regulator of ribosome biogenesis. These findings are summarized and considered in 

Chapter 5, with implications of these studies discussed and key areas of future 

research proposed. 
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Table 1-1. Enhancer of Polycomb orthologs*.  
 

Organism Name Size 
(aa) 

Paralog  
Name Size  

S. cerevisiae Epl1 832 --    
D. melanogaster E(Pc) 2023 --    
C. elegans epc-1 795 --    

D. rerio epc1a 796 epc2 751  
epc1b 809  

M. musculus EPC1 813 EPC2 808  
H. sapiens EPC1 836 EPC2 807  
 
* A selection from among the >65 known highlights those discussed, including their 
species-specific names, size (in amino acids), and any corresponding paralogs. This 
table refers to only the major splice-variants, however there are additional splice-
variants in many species. 
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Table 1-2. EPC interactors and effectors referenced in text** 

Interactor Species Description 

Iswi D. melanogaster ATPase member of chromatin remodeling complexes 

His1 D. melanogaster Linker Histone H1 

JNK D. melanogaster Jun amino-terminal kinase, a mitogen activated 
protein (MAP) kinase 

FoxO D. melanogaster Forkhead box protein O transcription factor 

RAS C. elegans Small GTP-ase signaling protein, with established 
oncogenic properties in mammals 

scl  D. rerio Transcription factor critical for hematopoetic 
development 

gata1 D. rerio Erythroid-specific transcription factor 

βe3-globin D. rerio hemoglobin beta embryonic-3,  

RFP H. sapiens/  
M. musculus 

RET finger protein in the large B-box RING finger 
protein family 

E2F6 H. sapiens E2F transcription factor, critical in cell cycle regulation 

DP1 H. sapiens Transcription factor that heterodimerizes with E2F 
proteins to stimulate their transcription 

Sin3B H. sapiens SIN3 transcriptional regulator 

EZH2 H. sapiens Enhancer of Zeste homolog 2, histone 
methyltransferase activity 

HOP 
H. sapiens/  
M. musculus /  
R. norvegicus 

Hsp70-Hsp90 organizing protein, a co-chaperone in 
the stress-inducible (STI) family of proteins 

SRF H. sapiens/  
M. musculus 

Serum response factor, a master regulator 
transcription factor required for many processes, 
including cardiac development 

p300 M. musculus/  
R. norvegicus 

Transcriptional co-activator with a histone 
acetyltransferase domain, bromodomain, and a PHD 
finger domain 

   
** Additional interactions have been reported via genome-wide screens and other 
methods. This list and review highlight verified interactions of functional relevance, 
including the species for which the interaction was reported. 
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ABSTRACT Enzymes that modify and remodel chromatin act in broadly conserved macromolecular complexes. One key modification is the
dynamic acetylation of histones and other chromatin proteins by opposing activities of acetyltransferase and deacetylase complexes. Among
acetyltransferases, the NuA4 complex containing Tip60 or its Saccharomyces cerevisiae ortholog Esa1 is of particular significance because of its
roles in crucial genomic processes including DNA damage repair and transcription. The catalytic subunit Esa1 is essential, as are five noncatalytic
NuA4 subunits. We found that of the noncatalytic subunits, deletion of Enhancer of polycomb (Epl1), but not the others, can be bypassed by
loss of a major deacetylase complex, a property shared by Esa1. Noncatalytic complex subunits can be critical for complex assembly, stability,
genomic targeting, substrate specificity, and regulation. Understanding the essential role of Epl1 has been previously limited, a limitation now
overcome by the discovery of its bypass suppression. Here, we present a comprehensive in vivo study of Epl1 using the powerful tool of
suppression combined with transcriptional and mutational analyses. Our results highlight functional parallels between Epl1 and Esa1 and
further illustrate that the structural role of Epl1 is important for promotion of Esa1 activity. This conclusion is strengthened by our dissection of
Epl1 domains required in vivo for interaction with specific NuA4 subunits, histone acetylation, and chromatin targeting. These results provide
new insights for the conserved, essential nature of Epl1 and its homologs, such as EPC1/2 in humans, which is frequently altered in cancers.

KEYWORDS NuA4; EPL1; ESA1; chromatin; acetylation

EUKARYOTIC genomes are packaged into chromatin,
which is composed of nucleosome units containing DNA

wrapped around a histone octamer (Kornberg and Lorch
1999). Chromatin is subject to multiple, diverse modes of
post-translational regulation that have many established
roles, including functions in recombination, DNA damage re-
pair, and transcription (Kouzarides 2007). Acetylation is one
such post-translational modification that regulates chromatin
function, mediated by the opposing enzymatic activities of
lysine acetyltransferases (KATs/HATs) and deacetylases

(KDACs/HDACs) (Campos and Reinberg 2009). HATs often
exist in large multimeric complexes, such as the deeply con-
served NuA4 complex (Doyon et al. 2004).

In humans, the essential catalytic subunit of NuA4, KAT5/
Tip60, along with additional essential subunits such as EPC1/2,
are associatedwith several carcinomas (Avvakumov and Côté
2007; Lafon et al. 2007; Nakahata et al. 2009; Biankin et al.
2012; Huang et al. 2014), suggesting their importance for
controlled cellular growth. Much of the basic understanding
of NuA4 comes from studies performed in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. NuA4 in yeast includes six essential subunits:
Esa1 (Tip60 ortholog), Epl1 (EPC1/2 ortholog), Tra1,
Arp4, Act1, and Swc4, all of which are broadly conserved.
NuA4 primarily acetylates histones H4 and H2A in vivo
(Smith et al. 1998; Clarke et al. 1999) along with nonca-
nonical histones, such as H2A.Z (Keogh et al. 2006),
and .250 nonhistone substrates (Lin et al. 2009; Yi et al.
2012; Mitchell et al. 2013; Downey et al. 2015), including
91 essential proteins.
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There are two distinct smaller complexes containing NuA4
subunits: piccolo-NuA4, composed of Esa1, Epl1, Yng2, and
Eaf6 (Boudreault et al. 2003; Mitchell et al. 2008; Rossetto
et al. 2014), and the TINTIN triad of Eaf5/7/3 (Cheng and
Côté 2014; Rossetto et al. 2014). Piccolo-NuA4 is thought to
also exist alone (Ohba et al. 1999; Boudreault et al. 2003)
and is sufficient for broad nucleosome acetylation in vitro,
whereas the NuA4 holo-complex is required for more tar-
geted NuA4 functions such as DNA damage repair and tran-
scriptional activation (Figure 1A) (Bird et al. 2002; Boudreault
et al. 2003; Selleck et al. 2005; Friis et al. 2009).

Because Esa1 is essential, much of our early understand-
ing of it came from studying hypomorphic alleles, where Esa1
is only partially or conditionally functional (Clarke et al.
1999; Decker et al. 2008). Recently, the first bypass suppres-
sor of Esa1 was identified, where esa1D is rescued by loss of
the Rpd3L HDAC complex (Torres-Machorro and Pillus
2014). This bypass of Esa1 is promoted by establishing a rel-
atively balanced cellular acetylation state. The discovery of
this bypass allowed for the first studies in which cells were
completely depleted of Esa1.

Among the six essential NuA4 subunits only Esa1 and Epl1
are found in the very active smaller piccolo complex (Galarneau
et al. 2000). Epl1 was first reported as the yeast ortholog of
Drosophila melanogaster Enhancer of Polycomb E(Pc),
which can function as a suppressor of position-effect varie-
gation and can increase the homeotic phenotype of Poly-
comb group mutations (Sinclair et al. 1998; Stankunas
et al. 1998). Epl1 and E(Pc) are broadly conserved and
are orthologous to the EPC1/2 paralogs in humans
(Shimono et al. 2000; Doyon et al. 2004).

It is noteworthy that despite its conservation and discov-
ery nearly two decades ago, Epl1 function has been
only minimally characterized, primarily based on low-dosage
variants, limited in vitro analyses, and most recently when its
partial structure bound to nucleosomeswas solved (Boudreault
et al. 2003; Selleck et al. 2005; Chittuluru et al. 2011; Huang
and Tan 2012; Xu et al. 2016). Phenotypes of EPL1 depletion
are quite similar to those of impaired ESA1. These include roles
in cell-cycle progression through G2/M, H4 acetylation, DNA
damage repair, telomeric silencing, and autophagy (Boudreault
et al. 2003; Yi et al. 2012).

Epl1 bridges Esa1 and the Yng2 and Eaf6 subunits to the
larger NuA4 complex (Boudreault et al. 2003; Mitchell et al.
2008; Rossetto et al. 2014). The C-terminus of Epl1 contacts
the NuA4 holo-complex through Eaf1 (Auger et al. 2008), but
only the N-terminus (the EPcA domain) is essential for via-
bility (Boudreault et al. 2003), suggesting that integrity of
piccolo-NuA4 is crucial.

Despite progress made in earlier studies, the essential
function of Epl1 in vivo has remained unknown in S. cerevisiae
and metazoans alike. Here, we report that Epl1 can be
bypassed by the same loss of the Rpd3L deacetylase complex
observed for Esa1 and present a comprehensive in vivo
analysis of Epl1 made possible only by its bypass suppression.
Although Epl1 has no known catalytic activity, we find striking

phenotypic and transcriptional similarity between esa1D and
epl1D mutant strains under bypass conditions, suggesting co-
ordinated function and activity. Through mutational analysis
of Epl1, we provide evidence that Epl1’s essential function is
directly linked to physical contact with Esa1, such that without
the Epl1-Esa1 structural interaction, Esa1 is no longer fully
active. These new findings thus help to illuminate the essential
coordinated activity of aMYST-family acetyltransferase and its
broadly conserved binding partner.

Materials and Methods

Yeast strains and plasmids

Strains, plasmids, and oligonucleotides are listed in Supple-
mental Material, Tables S1–S3 in File S1. EPL1 and ESA1
mutant strains were constructed initially with covering plas-
mids (pLP3189 or pLP796). EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 was de-
rived from LPY21686 (QY237), and integrated at the
endogenous EPL1 locus in LPY79 by amplification of the
13MYC-HISMX6 tag with oLP2196 and oLP2172. EPL1-
13MYC-HISMX6 was similarly cloned into pLP74, as
pLP3337, by amplifying EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 from
LPY21686 with oLP2169 and oLP2180, digested with HinDIII,
and ligated into pLP74. Epl1mutant plasmidswere constructed
using NEB Q5 site-directed mutagenesis on pLP3337. Mutants
were tested for dominance by transforming into a wild-type
(WT) strain. The mutations were then integrated at the EPL1
locus in diploid WT W303 and dissected. Mutagenesis was
verified by sequencing both prior to and after integration.
Strains were backcrossed prior to use.

Growth assays

Plate-based assays were performed using fivefold serial dilutions
on standard media as described (Chang and Pillus 2009). For
temperature and DNA damage assays, cultures were grown at
24! in SC for 1–3 days and then plated with starting concentra-
tions normalized to one A600 unit and imaged after 2–5 days.
Methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) sensitivity was assayed at
0.0075% in SC. Hydroxyurea (HU) sensitivity was assayed
at 0.05 M in SC. Camptothecin (CPT) sensitivity was assayed
at 7 mg/ml in SC (DMSO as vehicle control) prepared with
100 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). Cultures for 5-fluoroorotic
acid (5-FOA) assays were grown for 2 days at 30! to reach
saturation, normalized to starting dilutions of 5–7 A600 units,
and imaged after 4–6days after plating. 5-FOA assays performed
in the W303 background were plated on 10% glucose; all other
plate-based assays were performed with standard 2% glucose.

Flow cytometry

Strains grown at 24! in SC for 1–2 days were diluted and
grown to mid-log. One milliliter of exponentially growing
cells (!3 3 107 cells) was fixed with cold 70% ethanol and
prepared for flow cytometry, staining with propidium iodide
(Chang et al. 2012). Thirty thousand cells were analyzed
using a BD Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer.
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Lysate preparation

Strains grown at 24! in SC were collected in mid-log for
whole-cell extract preparations by bead-beating as described
(Clarke et al. 1999). Fractionation was performed using
spheroplasting, detergent-based lysis, and differential centri-
fugation (Liang and Stillman 1997) to yield whole-cell ex-
tract, and soluble and crude chromatin fractions. Lysates
were briefly sonicated prior to immunoblot analysis.

Immunoprecipitations

Strains were grown for 1–2 days in 3 ml of SC at 24!, ex-
panded to 10 ml, then diluted into 200 ml for growth and
collected in mid-log phase. After pelleting and a phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) wash, cells were lysed by bead-beating
in 1 ml of cold immunoprecipitation (IP) lysis buffer per A600

OD of cells (50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl,
0.25% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, and protease,

phosphatase, and deacetylase inhibitors). The lysate was
cleared then incubated with rotation for 3 hr with 5 ml of
anti-Myc. IP mixtures were incubated for 50 min with 75 ml
of Dynabeads Protein G (Thermo Fisher Scientific), prewashed
with lysis buffer. Protein–antibody–bead conjugates were
washed twice with lysis buffer and twice with wash buffer
(50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA)
prior to elution by boiling for 10min in 40ml of sample loading
buffer (250 mM Tris-HCL pH 6.8, 10% SDS, 30% glycerol, 5%
b-mercaptoethanol, 0.02% bromophenol blue).

Immunoblots

Toevaluatehistones, proteinswere separatedusing15%SDS-
PAGE, transferred to a 0.2-mm nitrocellulose membrane, and
probed with: anti-H4K8Ac (1:2000, EMD Millipore, Darm-
stadt, Germany), anti-H4K5Ac (1:2000, Millipore), anti-
H4K12Ac (1:2000, Active Motif), anti-H4 (1:2000, Active
Motif), anti-H3K9/K14Ac (1:10,000, Upstate), and anti-H3
(1:2500, Abcam). Other proteins were separated on 7.5, 8, or
10% SDS-PAGE or for IP samples, 8–16% Novex Wedgewell
Tris-Glycine gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific), transferred to a
0.2-mm nitrocellulose membrane and probed with: anti-Myc
(1:2500 for detection of Epl1, 1:5000 for detection of all
other Myc-tagged proteins) (Evan et al. 1985), anti-HA
(1:1000, Covance), anti-Yng2 (1:1000, graciously provided
by S. Tan), anti-Sir2 (1:10,000) (Garcia and Pillus 2002),
anti-Pgk1 (1:20,000), and anti-b-tubulin (1:20,000) (Bond
et al. 1986).

RNA-seq sample preparation and analysis

RNA was prepared in biological triplicate using hot-phenol
extraction from mid-log cells grown in SC at 24!. RNA was
DNase treated (Ambion). Quality was evaluated by gel elec-
trophoresis and bioanalyzer (Agilent). Samples were de-
pleted of rRNA (Ribo-zero Magnetic Gold Yeast, Epibio),
and libraries were prepared (Tru-seq Stranded total RNA,
Illumina). Twenty-four samples were sequenced with 50-bp
single-reads on one lane of the HiSeq 2500 (Illumina), yield-
ing a total of 287.52 million reads passing the quality filter.

Upon data generation, library adaptors were trimmed
computationally with Cutadapt (Martin 2011), and reads
were mapped to Repbase (Bao et al. 2015). Any reads map-
ping to Repbase were excluded from further analysis. The
remaining reads were mapped to SacCer3 (Engel et al.
2014) with STAR (Dobin et al. 2013). Differential expression
was assessed with DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014), and transcripts
with a log2(fold change) $1 or #21 and P-adj #0.05 were
called as differentially expressed. Further data analysis and
visualization was completed using R computing software
(R Development Core Team 2015) and the ggplot2 package
(Wickham 2009).

qPCR validation

Select transcripts were validated using RT-qPCR. Briefly,
cDNA was synthesized in biological triplicate from the RNA
samples (TaqMan Reverse Transcriptase kit, Life Sciences)

Figure 1 The requirement for two essential NuA4 subunits is bypassed by
disassembly of Rpd3L. (A) The NuA4 histone acetyltransferase complex
contains six essential subunits (underlined). The NuA4 holo-complex has
targeted functions including roles in transcription and DNA damage re-
pair, whereas the smaller piccolo-NuA4 complex is a broadly acting
acetyltransferase complex. Piccolo-NuA4 contains the catalytic subunit
Esa1, along with the essential subunit Epl1 and two nonessential sub-
units. NuA4 complex schematic is based on: Boudreault et al. (2003);
Bittner et al. (2004); Doyon et al. (2004); Mitchell et al. (2008);
Chittuluru et al. (2011); and Rossetto et al. (2014). (B) A screen of all
essential NuA4 subunits for bypass potential. Double mutant analysis of
esa1D sds3D (LPY20724), epl1D sds3D (LPY20609), act1D sds3D
(LPY20974), arp4D sds3D (LPY20617), swc4D sds3D (LPY20611), and
tra1D sds3D (LPY20443) revealed that only epl1D, like esa1D, could be
bypassed by loss of SDS3, which encodes a central component of the
Rpd3L deacetylase complex. Serial dilutions on the plasmid counterselec-
tive medium at 24! (and 30!, Figure S1 in File S1) illustrate that epl1D sds3D,
like esa1D sds3D, survived without a plasmid-based copy of its corresponding
essential gene.
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and qPCR was performed using EvaGreen qPCR Master Mix
(Lambdabio)onanMJResearchOpticon2 todetermine levels
relative to the SCR1 control. Significance was tested and
assigned based on P-values calculated by a Student’s t-test.

Data availability

Strains and plasmids are available upon request. Gene ex-
pression data have been deposited in the Gene Expression
Omnibus with accession number GSE92774.

Results

Bypass and function of essential piccolo-NuA4 subunits

The finding that the essential requirement for Esa1 could be
bypassed by loss of the Rpd3L deacetylase due to deletion of
SDS3 (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014) was significant be-
cause it marked the first condition where cellular viability
was maintained without an essential NuA4 subunit. Similar
to bypass suppression of ESA1, identification of other NuA4
bypass suppressors could facilitate in vivo analysis of these
essential chromatin factors.

To test the extent to which disruption of Rpd3L by sds3D
could bypass loss of genes encoding the essential NuA4 sub-
units (Esa1, Epl1, Act1, Arp4, Swc4, Tra1, underlined in Fig-
ure 1A), double mutants were constructed. Initially, each
double mutant was recovered with a URA3-marked plasmid
carrying the corresponding wild-type NuA4 gene. The strains
were then challenged by plating on 5-FOA, which is toxic to
cells expressing URA3. Growth on 5-FOA reveals mutant cells
that can survive without the corresponding wild-type cover-
ing plasmid. Of the five new double mutants tested, only
epl1D could be bypassed by sds3D; all remaining essential
NuA4 subunits were still required for viability (Figure 1B
and Figure S1 in File S1). The recovery of epl1D was of par-
ticular interest because of Epl1’s limited in vivo characteriza-
tion in any species and its close structural proximity to the
catalytic Esa1 in piccolo-NuA4/NuA4.

Previous in vitro and in vivo studies of Epl1 were reported
using two hypomorphic alleles and repressible expression.
Epl1 was shown to have roles similar to Esa1, such as in
histone H4 acetylation, DNA damage repair, and cell-cycle
progression (Boudreault et al. 2003). To evaluate potential
distinctions between Epl1 and Esa1 function in vivo, we exam-
ined phenotypes of the bypass strains. The esa1D epl1D sds3D
triple mutant was viable (Figure 2A) and thus included in the
phenotypic analysis.

TheNuA4bypass strainswere surveyed for growth across a
range of temperatures: all showed extreme sensitivity to high
temperatures, and general growth defects at lower tempera-
tures (Figure 2A). The epl1D sds3D and esa1D epl1D sds3D
mutants were sensitive to DNA-damaging agents (Figure 2B)
as shown previously for esa1D sds3D (Torres-Machorro and
Pillus 2014). These strains were also sensitive to the vehicle
control for CPT, DMSO, which has been shown to broadly
decrease cellular proliferation (Kakolyri et al. 2016). This

sensitivity mirrors that which has been identified for mu-
tants of other chromatin regulators (Gaytán et al. 2013;
Sadowska-Bartosz et al. 2013). As illustrated by H4K8 and
H4K12 acetylation, EPL1 bypass strains had low levels of
histone H4 acetylation relative to WT and sds3D. By con-
trast, H3 acetylation remained unaffected (Figure 2C). Fi-
nally, loss of EPL1 resulted in a similar defect in cell-cycle
progression as loss of ESA1, characterized by a G2/M delay
(Figure 2D).

Thus, loss of EPL1, despite not encoding acetyltransferase
activity, had similar phenotypic and functional conse-
quences as loss of ESA1. The observation that no distinct
phenotypes were found when both ESA1 and EPL1 were
lost, as compared to when only a single subunit was
bypassed, further emphasized a high degree of functional
overlap.

Figure 2 Bypass of EPL1 is phenotypically akin to esa1D sds3D. (A) The
epl1D sds3D (LPY21299) bypass strain shared growth defect and temper-
ature-sensitivity phenotypes of esa1D sds3D (LPY21631), relative to both
WT (LPY79) and sds3D (LPY20877). Likewise, in the triple mutant, loss of
both EPL1 and ESA1 (LPY21751) had similar growth defects to loss of
either essential subunit alone. (B) Bypass strains were surveyed at 24! for
DNA damage, revealing sensitivity to all agents tested, relative to growth
control (A), and the DMSO-vehicle control for CPT. (C) Histone H4 acet-
ylation is significantly reduced upon loss of ESA1 and/or EPL1 relative to
WT and sds3D. Two acetylation isoforms were probed as representatives
for acetylation. Histone H3 acetylation remained unchanged relative to
WT upon Esa1 or Epl1 mutation, highlighting the effect on histone H4
acetylation as a NuA4 target rather than the H3–H4 tetramer. (D) Cell
cycle profiles demonstrated that loss of Esa1 and Epl1 resulted in a G2/M
delay. All experiments were completed in three or more independent
assays. Representative results from each are shown here.
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ESA1 and EPL1 bypass strains have nearly identical gene
expression profiles

NuA4, and Esa1 specifically, contribute to the transcriptional
regulation of ribosomal protein genes andmany other targets
genome-wide (Reid et al. 2000; Durant and Pugh 2006;
Uprety et al. 2015). ESA1 and its metazoan counterparts have
roles in heterochromatin regulation, gene expression, and
DNA damage repair (Clarke et al. 2006). Mutation or tran-
scriptional repression of EPL1 leads to similar phenotypes as
those of ESA1mutants (Sinclair et al. 1998; Boudreault et al.
2003).

We asked if loss of EPL1 mirrored loss of ESA1 during
bypass at the level of transcription. We performed RNA-
sequencing and found that epl1D sds3D, esa1D sds3D, and
esa1D epl1D sds3D had extremely similar transcriptomes. In
fact, hierarchical clustering analysis illustrates that the similarity
between these mutants is nearly equivalent to that of biological
replicates, such that the different mutants cluster in the same
group as, and interspersed within, the replicates of eachmutant
(Figure 3A). It should be noted that this intermixed clustering of
mutants and replicates is not due to high variability between
biological replicates, as the given correlation coefficients

are .0.99. Rather, the clustering highlights the striking sim-
ilarity between the three NuA4 bypass mutants.

Expression analysis of 7126 transcripts in the ESA1 and
EPL1 bypass strains revealed that just over 1000 transcripts
are differentially expressed between WT and esa1D sds3D
and a similar number between WT and epl1D sds3D. How-
ever, only five transcripts were differentially expressed be-
tween ESA1 and EPL1 bypass strains (Figure 3B). Notably,
these five transcripts were only differentially expressed
between esa1D sds3D and epl1D sds3D; there were
no transcripts differentially expressed between the triple
esa1D epl1D sds3D and either esa1D sds3D or epl1D sds3D.
Further analysis of these five differentially expressed tran-
scripts by volcano plot (Figure 3C) illustrates that two of
the differentially expressed transcripts, ESA1 and HIS3, were
expected due to the genetic background of the strains: these
strains are auxotrophic for histidine and contain a his3-11
mutation, affecting the expression of HIS3. However, in the
esa1D sds3D strain, ESA1 is replaced with HIS3, thereby re-
storing HIS3 transcription and explaining the observed dif-
ferential expression. Although ADE17 was not differentially
expressed at statistical significance by RT-qPCR, expression

Figure 3 ESA1 and EPL1 bypass strains have nearly iden-
tical gene expression profiles. (A) Transcriptome analysis
of bypass strains (LPY21299, LPY21631, and LPY21751)
demonstrated a significantly high degree of similarity.
Pairwise correlation analysis by Spearman’s correlation co-
efficient was performed among strains and biological rep-
licates shown by hierarchical clustering and a correlation
heatmap. The three bypass strains clustered with near-
perfect correlation coefficients. The biological replicates
had analogous degrees of similarity, yet were clearly dis-
tinct from WT (LPY79) and sds3D (data not shown).
(B) Differential expression analysis depicted by Venn diagram,
highlights the similarity between ESA1 and EPL1 mutants.
Analysis of 7126 transcripts that passed quality-control filters
demonstrated that only five were differentially expressed
above/below the threshold of log2(fold change) 61, respec-
tively, and a false discovery rate (FDR) adjusted P-value #
0.05. (C) Volcano plot illustrating the fold change and signif-
icance of transcripts in analysis of differential expression be-
tween esa1D sds3D and epl1D sds3D. A negative fold
change indicates down-regulation in esa1D sds3D relative
to epl1D sds3D. Transcripts meeting the significance thresh-
old are in red with gene name indicated. EPL1 (gray) was not
differentially expressed above threshold. (D) Fold change
between WT and epl1D sds3D and between WT and
esa1D sds3D is plotted in a smooth scatter plot, with color
intensity corresponding to density of individual points.
Linear regression analysis is indicated by R2, with the ma-
jor outlying transcripts labeled. All differential expression
analysis is of three biological replicates for each strain: WT
(LPY79), esa1D sds3D (LPY21631), epl1D sds3D (LPY21299),
and esa1D epl1D sds3D (LPY21751).
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trended toward its down-regulation in esa1D sds3D as com-
pared to epl1D sds3D. The ATG19 and YHK8 differential ex-
pression was validated by RT-qPCR (Figure S2 in File S1),
and in fact, YHK8, a largely uncharacterized open read-
ing frame (ORF), is greater than sixfold up-regulated in
epl1D sds3D as compared to esa1D sds3D by RT-qPCR. How-
ever, all three of these transcripts are only differentially
expressed by one- to twofold by RNA-sequencing, and there
is no functional theme underlying and unifying their differ-
ential expression, nor are the corresponding genes directly
bound by Esa1 (Robert et al. 2004).

An analysis examining the differential expression of tran-
scripts between WT and esa1D sds3D plotted against the differ-
ential expression of transcripts between WT and epl1D sds3D
was also telling. Plotting the log2 (fold change) of all tran-
scripts relative to WT in esa1D sds3D vs. that in epl1D sds3D
illustrated a high correlation between differential expression
in esa1D sds3D and in epl1D sds3D, both relative to WT (Fig-
ure 3D). As such, transcripts that differ between WT and
esa1D sds3D also differ, and to a similar magnitude, between
WT and epl1D sds3D. Thus, the transcriptional profiles of
Epl1 and Esa1 bypass conditions are virtually identical, de-
spite their distinct noncatalytic and catalytic roles in NuA4.

Epl1 promotes the chromatin association of Esa1

Both phenotypic and transcriptional analyses of epl1D and
esa1D emphasize their similarity, despite the overt difference
of Esa1’s catalytic activity. To further probe distinctions be-
tween the roles of Epl1 and Esa1, and to determine the nature
of EPL1’s essential function, we considered the in vitro char-
acterization of Epl1, which reported that it associates with
the nucleosome core particle to promote Esa1’s enzymatic
activity (Chittuluru et al. 2011). We could ask for the first
time if Epl1 drives Esa1’s chromatin association in vivo, and
if Esa1 would remain chromatin associated in the absence
of Epl1.

To test the role of Epl1 in targeting Esa1 to chromatin,
subcellular fractionation (Liang and Stillman 1997) and im-
munoblotting were performed (Figure 4). Controls included
probes for the chromatin-associated protein Sir2 and the gly-
colytic enzyme Pgk1, a predominantly cytoplasmic protein.
In WT, sds3D, and epl1D sds3D strains, Sir2 was primarily
localized to the chromatin (C) fraction, whereas Pgk1 was
more enriched in the soluble (S) fraction (Figure 4, A and B).
In contrast, whereas Esa1 is largely localized to the chroma-
tin fraction inWT and sds3D, it becomes shifted to the soluble
fraction upon loss of EPL1 and depleted from chromatin.
Notably, this shift in association is specific for Esa1, as Sir2
remains chromatin associated.

NuA4 contains subunits that have chromatin activity in-
dependent of NuA4, including several that contain their own
chromatin targeting domains. We sought to determine if the
newly defined role for Epl1 in promoting chromatin associa-
tion of Esa1 in vivowas extended to other NuA4 subunits, and
therefore, if its loss might have more widespread conse-
quences. To test this possibility, we selected Swc4 for its

essential nature, dual-role in NuA4 and the Swc4 chroma-
tin-remodeling complex, and its SANT domain (Krogan et al.
2004). We found that Swc4 remained chromatin associated
in the absence of EPL1 (Figure 4C), demonstrating that
loss of Epl1 did not broadly affect all NuA4 subunits. Like
Esa1 localization, Swc4 is unaffected by sds3D alone, and

Figure 4 Epl1 is required for stable chromatin association of Esa1.
(A) Subcellular fractionation assays reveal that in the absence of Epl1, a
fraction of Esa1 is released from chromatin. Cells were collected and lysed
for whole-cell extracts (W). Additional fractionation was performed to
yield soluble (S) and crude chromatin (C) fractions. In WT cells
(LPY21568), the majority of Esa1 is associated with the chromatin frac-
tion, much like Sir2. However, in epl1D sds3D (LPY21596), Esa1 is shifted
to the soluble fraction, analogous to the Pgk1 control. A brief chemical
cross-link prior to lysis and fractionation was performed in parallel (Figure
S3 in File S1). (B) The sds3D single mutant (LPY21579) alone does not
alter Esa1 chromatin association, as illustrated by subcellular fractionation
followed by immunoblotting for Esa1, and the Sir2 and Pgk1 controls.
(C) Swc4 remains chromatin associated upon loss of EPL1. Subcellular
fractionation demonstrates that Swc4, another essential NuA4 subunit,
remains chromatin associated in epl1D sds3D (LPY21942), consistent
with WT (LPY22201) and much like the Sir2 control. (D) The sds3D
single mutant (LPY22202) alone also does not affect Swc4 chromatin
association.
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localization patterns in sds3D mirror WT (Figure 4D). Thus,
Epl1 is important specifically for the association of Esa1 with
chromatin, and its loss does not generally disrupt chromatin
association of two other chromatin proteins with distinct
functions in transcription and remodeling.

Defining the critical regions of Epl1 in vivo

Due to its essential nature and a limited number of hypomor-
phic alleles (Boudreault et al. 2003), much of Epl1’s charac-
terization has been performed in vitro. Accordingly, we
wanted to determine if Epl1’s chromatin-association function
was essential, and concurrently, which regions were most
critical for promoting Epl1’s essential role. Several prior stud-
ies defined regions of Epl1 essential for viability and in vitro
activity, such as the conserved EPcA N-terminal domain
(Boudreault et al. 2003; Selleck et al. 2005; Chittuluru
et al. 2011; Huang and Tan 2012). This is in contrast to the
more variable, nonessential C-terminus. We used mutational
analysis to construct four distinct Epl1 mutants that targeted
the EPcA domain, and one mutant targeting the C-terminus
(Figure 5A).

Given that, to our knowledge, this represents the most
comprehensive in vivo structure–function mutational analy-
sis of Epl1 to date, we next moved to assess the essential
nature of each of the subdomains. The EPcA domain was
shown earlier to be essential, to interact with the nucleosome
core particle in vitro, to contribute to substrate specificity, and
together with Yng2, to position Esa1 to acetylate nucleo-
somes (Boudreault et al. 2003; Selleck et al. 2005; Chittuluru
et al. 2011;Huang and Tan 2012; Lalonde et al. 2013). To date,
no in vivo assessment has been reported for the requirement for
all subdomainswithin EPcA.We found that among themutants
in the essential N-terminus, only epl1-NPD is viable (Figure 5B).
However, its growth was not as robust as the epl1-CtD strain.
Therefore, although important, the NP subdomain of Epl1 is
not essential.

As many of the Epl1mutations were not viable in an other-
wise WT-background (epl1-ED, epl1-YD, epl1-NtD), and those
that were viable were not robust (epl1-NPD, epl1-CtD), we
capitalized on the resource of bypass suppression, using the
sds3D background to further study the functional conse-
quences of the EPL1 mutations in vivo. To begin, we found
that the mutations did not significantly disrupt either Epl1 or
Esa1 protein levels (Figure 5C). This suggests that there are
no gross changes in protein stability, although effects due to
changes in protein conformation remain possible.

We next evaluated the phenotypic consequences of the
EPL1 domain mutants in the sds3D background, such that the
only Epl1 that is expressed is the mutant version, integrated

Figure 5 Defining functional regions of Epl1 in vivo. (A) Epl1 contains a
conserved and essential EPcA domain, and a more variable and nones-
sential C-terminus. EPcA contains three subdomains that were previously
classified by in vitro assays (Boudreault et al. 2003; Selleck et al. 2005;
Chittuluru et al. 2011) and validated in recent structural studies (Xu et al.
2016). NP (nucleosome core particle) interacts with the nucleosome core
particle, E (Esa1) makes physical contact with Esa1, and Y (Yng2) makes
contact with the nonessential piccolo-NuA4 subunits Yng2 and Eaf6.
Although the nomenclature for these domains follows that set by pre-
vious studies, it should be noted that the residues in the defined domains
are not identical to past studies, varying by one or two amino acids. The
C-terminus does not contain any conserved domains; however, in vitro it
has a structural role in tethering the piccolo-NuA4 subunits to the NuA4
holo-complex by interacting with Eaf1. (B) Evaluation of dominance and
viability of the Epl1 mutants. Serial dilution assays reveal that at 24! the
mutants are not dominant (Control). In the epl1D mutant, only the
EPL1-NP (LPY22120) construct supports viability of epl1D, although cells
have a significant reduction in fitness. Epl1 mutants for each of the
other putative subunit-interaction domains fail to support viability, dem-
onstrating an essential in vivo function for each (LPY22012, LPY22001,
LPY22084). Confirming previous results, epl1-CtD (LPY22010) is viable
and robust. The epl1D sds3D (LPY21071) and epl1D (LPY20759) strains
are plated as viable and inviable controls, respectively. (C) The EPL1
mutations do not have gross effects on protein levels of either Epl1 or
Esa1 in whole cell lysates prepared from exponentially growing cells. A
representative blot for one of at least three independently prepared
lysates is shown. Eight strains were assayed: EPL1-13MYC ESA1-3HA

(LPY22231), EPL1-13MYC sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22232), epl1-NPD-
13MYC sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22213), epl1-ED-13MYC sds3D ESA1-
3HA (LPY22208), epl1-YD-13MYC sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22226), epl1-
NtD-13MYC sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22209), epl1-CtD-13MYC sds3D
ESA1-3HA (LPY22211), and the WT no-tag control (LPY79).
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at the genomic locus. In these bypass conditions, mutants of
the Epl1 subunit interaction domains (epl1-ED and epl1-YD)
are sensitive to high temperature (Figure 6A), and DNA dam-
age (Figure 6B). Accordingly, complete loss of EPL1 or loss of
the entire essential EPcA domain (epl1-NtD) is phenotypically
similar to loss of either of the subunit interaction domains
(epl1-ED and epl1-YD) alone. In contrast and consistent with
epl1-NPD sufficiency for viability, this mutant has the most
robust growth in bypass conditions when challenged with
higher temperatures and DNA-damaging agents. These re-
sults suggest that the residues of Epl1 that interact with other
subunits in vitro (Epl1-E and Epl1-Y) aremost critical for both
viability and function in vivo, and that in bypass conditions,
loss of either of these regions is as detrimental to cellular
fitness as loss of the entire gene. In contrast, the domain
previously defined as critical for nucleosome targeting
(Epl1-NP) in vitro, although important, is less critical during
bypass suppression.

Because nucleosomal H4 acetylation by Esa1 in the pic-
colo-NuA4 complex is one of its defining features
(Boudreault et al. 2003), we evaluated H4 acetylation as a
proxy for NuA4 catalytic activity in the EPL1mutants. For the
lysines probed, we observed that mutants of all three EPcA
subdomains (epl1-NPD, epl1-ED, epl1-YD) were defective for
H4 acetylation in the bypass state (Figure 6C). Accordingly,
loss of the entire EPcA domain (epl1-NtD) leads to similarly
low levels of H4 acetylation. This is a striking distinction
from the growth assays where epl1-NPD was more robust
than epl1-ED or epl1-YD, thus pointing to the idea that sub-
strates in addition to H4 may be critical for full biological
function.

One of the keyfindings from the initial Epl1 bypass analysis
was that Epl1 promotes the stable chromatin association of
Esa1 (Figure 4A). Because our mutational studies revealed
that the most critical Epl1 residues (Epl1-E and Epl1-Y) were
required for growth at high temperature, response to DNA
damage, and histone H4 acetylation, we initially hypothe-
sized that these same residues might be important for pro-
moting chromatin association. We performed fractionation
assays as above, in this case with each of the Epl1 mutants
in the sds3D bypass background (Figure 7A). We found that
each of the mutants in the essential EPcA domain retained
chromatin association and, likewise, Esa1 remained chroma-
tin associated in each of these mutants.

Previous in vitro studies suggested a key role for the Epl1-NP
region of the protein in nucleosomal binding (Chittuluru
et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2016). However, the observed (Figure
7A) epl1-NPD mutant protein associated with chromatin
in vivo. In contrast, a small amount of the Epl1-CtD protein
shifted to the soluble pool (S), with a similar shift observed
for Esa1 in this background. Sir2 remained chromatin bound
regardless of EPL1mutations. The shift to the soluble pool in
epl1-CtD sds3D for both Epl1 and Esa1 supports the idea that
the C-terminus acts to stabilize both Esa1 and Epl1 in chro-
matin, thus defining a new role for this most divergent region
of Epl1 and its orthologs.

Physical association between Esa1 and Epl1 is required
for activity

From earlier in vitro studies, Epl1 was divided into two do-
mains: the EPcA domain that physically interacts with
the Esa1, Yng2, and Eaf6 piccolo-NuA4 subunits and the
C-terminus that tethers Epl1 and the piccolo subunits to the
NuA4 holo-complex through Eaf1 (Boudreault et al. 2003;
Auger et al. 2008; Rossetto et al. 2014). These regions had
not yet been evaluated in vivo, so we sought to determine
which are essential for the interaction with Esa1, and simul-
taneously which are required for interaction with Yng2 and,
by extension, Eaf6.

We immunoprecipitated Epl1 in WT, in each of the three
EPcA subdomain mutants, and in the C-terminal deletion
mutant, and then immunoblotted for Esa1 and Yng2. We
found that only Epl1-NPD and Epl1-CtD retained interaction
with both Esa1 and Yng2 (Figure 7B). This connection of

Figure 6 Subunit interaction domains are critical for Epl1 function in vivo.
(A) Under sds3D bypass conditions, EPL1 mutants were surveyed for
growth on SC medium: epl1-NPD (LPY22111), epl1-ED (LPY22017),
epl1-YD (LPY22185), epl1-NtD (LPY22091), epl1-CtD (LPY22033).
Growth at increasing temperatures is shown in comparison to WT
(LPY22004) and sds3D (LPY22006). (B) Sensitivity to a spectrum of
DNA-damaging agents at 24!. The growth control 24! SC plate is shown
in (A), and DMSO is included as the vehicle control for CPT. (C) Histone
H4 acetylation is low among mutants in the essential EPcA domain
of EPL1 relative to WT, whereas H4 acetylation is at WT levels in the
epl1-CtD mutant.
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Epl1-NPD to the NuA4 holo-complex offers an explanation
for its ability to survive under nonbypass conditions, and
upon DNA damage and high-temperature stress. Consis-
tent with recent structural analysis (Xu et al. 2016), we
found that Epl1-YD lost physical interaction with Yng2
in vivo. Interestingly, we found that Epl1-E and Epl1-Y,
the two most critical domains of Epl1 defined phenotypi-
cally, were both essential for robust physical interaction
with Esa1. Our results, in tandem with earlier in vitro stud-
ies illustrating that HAT activity of Esa1 is directly aug-
mented by Epl1 (Boudreault et al. 2003), support the
idea that Epl1 is a critical NuA4 subunit due to a role as
an Esa1-cofactor. Thus, Epl1 is a central regulator that is as
crucial for NuA4 complex function as the Esa1 enzyme
itself.

Discussion

Defining the function of a noncatalytic component of a mac-
romolecular complex can be a challenge, particularly when
that component is essential forviability.Suchhasbeen thecase
forEnhancer of polycomb,originally identifiedasa suppressor
of position-effect variegation in Drosophila (Sinclair et al.
1998). Shortly after its genetic discovery, E(Pc) was cloned
and found to be both deeply conserved from yeast (Epl1) to
humans (EPC1/2) (Stankunas et al. 1998; Doyon et al.
2004) and to be essential for chromatin-directed functions.
Specifically, Epl1 was identified as a critical subunit of the
conserved MYST-family histone acetyltransferase NuA4

complex (Galarneau et al. 2000) and appears to be dedicated
to NuA4/piccolo-NuA4.

Progressmade toward understanding the functions of Epl1
include identification of the essential EPcA domain of Epl1,
characterization of essential in vitro functions, and most re-
cently structural analysis of Epl1 as part of nucleosome-
bound NuA4 core complex (Boudreault et al. 2003; Selleck
et al. 2005; Chittuluru et al. 2011; Huang and Tan 2012; Xu
et al. 2016). Despite this progress, analysis of Epl1 in vivo has
been relatively modest. The discovery reported here, that the
requirement for EPL1 could be bypassed by deletion of a
component of a histone deacetylase complex, provided a
unique advantage for performing in vivo studies in epl1D
strains.

We found that the essential requirement for Epl1 and Esa1
could be bypassed by loss of the Rpd3L deacetylase, but not
for the other four essential subunits in NuA4 (Figure 1B).
Earlier studies suggested that among the essential subunits,
only Epl1 and Esa1 appear to be dedicated to NuA4/piccolo-
NuA4, whereas the others participate in additional chromatin-
modifying complexes or cellular structures. These include
Tra1, an ATM-family cofactor, which serves as a recruitment
module in SAGA and SLIK/SALSA complexes (Grant et al.
1998) and Swc4, Arp4, and Act1, which are components of
the SWR1 chromatin-remodeling complex (Krogan et al.
2004; Mizuguchi et al. 2004) and serve other cellular roles.
Specifically, Arp4 and Act1 are also found in the INO80 ATP-
dependent chromatin-remodeling complex (Shen et al.
2000) and Act1 is an essential cytoskeletal protein (Shortle

Figure 7 Viability of epl1 mutants is linked to sta-
ble Epl1–Esa1 interaction, not chromatin associa-
tion. (A) Both Epl1 and Esa1 remain chromatin
associated like WT (LPY22231) in all mutants of
the essential EPcA domain [epl1-NPD-13MYC
sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22213), epl1-ED-13MYC
sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22208), epl1-YD-13MYC
sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22226), epl1-NtD-13MYC
sds3D ESA1-3HA (LPY22209)]. However, upon loss
of the C-terminus of Epl1 [epl1-CtD-13MYC sds3D
ESA1-3HA (LPY22211)], both Epl1 and Esa1 are
shifted to occupy both soluble and chromatin-
bound pools. The observed shift of Epl1 associa-
tion in esa1D sds3D here also controls for a
possibility of the MYC-tag causing unintended as-
sociation. (B) The physical interaction of Esa1–Epl1
is disrupted in the epl1-ED and epl1-YD mutants,
but not in the epl1-NPD and epl1-CtD mu-
tants. Immunoblots following immunoprecipitation
illustrate the loss of the physical interaction in
the two essential domain mutants as seen in WT,
epl1-NPD, and in epl1-CtD, and lack of nonspecific
binding at the relevant molecular weights in the
no-tag control (LPY79). Additionally, physical inter-
action with Yng2 is lost only in epl1-YD. ♦ marks
cross-reactivity with IgG-heavy chain of the anti-
body. Whole-cell lysate was prepared for yng2D
(LPY22421) in no-tag control background and
is included as a negative control for the Yng2
antibody.
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et al. 1982). Given this context, the bypass suppression of
Epl1, but not the other essential subunits, underscores its
exclusive importance as a NuA4 subunit.

We have demonstrated that Epl1 is important for promot-
ing the stable chromatin association of Esa1 through the
nonessential C-terminus of Epl1. This was counter to expec-
tations because Esa1 nucleosomal association was reported
previously to occur via the N-terminal EPcA subdomain
(Epl1-NP), essential for H4 but not H2A acetylation
(Boudreault et al. 2003; Selleck et al. 2005; Chittuluru
et al. 2011; Huang and Tan 2012; Lalonde et al. 2013; Xu
et al. 2016). An important distinction is that in contrast to
in vitro experiments utilizing recombinant piccolo-NuA4
components, epl1-NPD sds3D retains an assembled NuA4
holo-complex. Thus, it is possible that whereas an isolat-
ed Epl1 requires Epl1-NP for nucleosomal association, in
epl1-NPD sds3D, other chromatin-interacting subunits in
NuA4 that are still attached to Epl1 may efficiently target
Epl1 (and Esa1) to chromatin.

We found that without the Epl1 C-terminus (epl1-CtD), H4
acetylation remained at WT levels. Additionally, in Epl1 mu-
tants with disrupted Epl1-Esa1 physical interactions, Esa1
remained chromatin-targeted. Whereas these findings may
at first appear to be at odds, there are several key consider-
ations. It is possible that, by default, Esa1 is associated with
chromatin.When loss of the C-terminus dissociates Epl1 from
chromatin, it may bring along Esa1. This possibility is sup-
ported by the fact that in epl1-ED sds3D and epl1-YD sds3D,
Esa1 remains chromatin associated (Figure 7A) despite not
physically interacting with Epl1 (Figure 7B). Even without
Epl1, Esa1 may transiently associate with chromatin (Figure
S3 in File S1), allowing the dynamic and rapid process of
acetylation to occur. It is also possible that the small amount
of chromatin association that remains is sufficient for Esa1
catalytic activity, especially in the bypass state, where Rpd3L
does not actively deacetylate histone H4. The NuA4 holo-
complex may also be required for stable chromatin associa-
tion, such that the interaction of Esa1 is facilitated by other
subunits, where loss of the C-terminus of Epl1 specifically
represents dissociation of piccolo-NuA4. Further studies in-
volving the nonessential NuA4 Eaf1 subunit and the dynam-
ics between Epl1 and Eaf1 in vivo may provide insight into
these possibilities.

Our results support a model in which Epl1 is physically
required for promoting Esa1 enzymatic activity as a part of
the piccolo-NuA4 and/or the NuA4 holo-complexes, much
like Ada2 and Ada3, which act in a catalytic core to potentiate
the activity of the Gcn5 acetyltransferase (Balasubramanian
et al. 2002). In WT or sds3D cells, Epl1 acts as an anchor for
piccolo-NuA4 subunits, including Esa1, and also tethers these
subunits to the NuA4 holo-complex (Figure 8A). With both
NuA4 and piccolo-NuA4 intact, as they are in WT and in
sds3D, there are normal levels of acetylation. However, upon
loss of the nonessential C-terminus (epl1-CtD sds3D), piccolo-
NuA4 becomes untethered, and the NuA4 holo-complex is
disrupted, leaving only the broad nucleosomal HAT function

of piccolo-NuA4 (Figure 8B). This is sufficient for global, less
targeted acetylation of histone H4 but perhaps not for acet-
ylation of nonhistone substrates that contribute to fitness. In
epl1-NPD sds3D, all piccolo-NuA4 subunits, including Esa1
and Epl1, still physically interact, with epl1-NPD still permit-
ting both NuA4 and piccolo-NuA4 integrity; however, this
mutation causes a reduction in acetylation relative to WT
and sds3D (Figure 8C), perhaps due to inefficient nontar-
geted chromatin binding.

Despite reduced acetylation levels in epl1-NPD, we hy-
pothesize that the presence and targeted activities of the
NuA4 holo-complex may be sufficient to promote cellular
viability and in bypass conditions, response to cellular
stresses such as DNA damage. In fact, we found that disrup-
tion of the NuA4 holo-complex by eaf1D results in lethality of
epl1-NPD in nonbypass conditions (Figure S4 in File S1),
highlighting the importance of the NuA4 holo-complex for
growth in the epl1-NPD mutant background. Further, we
found that if Esa1 was simply disassociated from Epl1, such
that it was no longer a component of NuA4 or piccolo-NuA4,
as was the case in both epl1-ED sds3D and epl1-YD sds3D,
cellular growth was severely compromised, with low levels
of acetylation, and death at elevated temperatures or with
DNA damage (Figure 8, D and E). These findings comple-
ment the recently published structural insights for piccolo-
NuA4 (Xu et al. 2016), which illustrate that residues within
those deleted in epl1-ED and epl1-YD were most critical for
contacting both Esa1 and the nucleosome.

Overall, our results support the concept that Epl1 is re-
quired to function in tandem with Esa1, tethering Esa1 to
other subunits for full and robust function. This concept is
supported by in vitro experiments demonstrating negligi-
ble HAT activity of Esa1 in the absence of the Epl1 and
Yng2 piccolo-NuA4 subunits (Boudreault et al. 2003). We
have shown that if Epl1 is not present (epl1D sds3D), or un-
able to physically interact with Esa1 (epl1-ED sds3D and
epl1-YD sds3D), Esa1 becomes ineffectual.

The majority of the studies reported here have been per-
formed where the requirement for Epl1 is conditionally
bypassed by sds3D, serving to balance cellular acetylation,
as in our studies of Esa1 (Torres-Machorro and Pillus
2014). Historically, bypass suppression has promoted funda-
mental understanding of multiple and diverse pathways. This
includes, for example, studies of cell-cycle checkpoints where
suppression of mec1D and rad53D lethality is bypassed by
concurrent loss of SML1 (Zhao et al. 1998), and more recent
studies of transcription regulation, where the requirement for
the COMPASS methyltransferase subunit Swd2 is bypassed
by set1D (Soares and Buratowski 2012). Likewise, bypass
suppression served as a powerful tool here that has allowed
comprehensive functional assessment of EPL1 in vivo. How-
ever, the concurrent loss of a major deacetylase should be
kept in mind in the interpretation of data. It is only in this
context that the relative comparisons between the mutants
in vivo can be made with the earlier biochemical analyses to
provide a deeper, valuable, and more holistic understanding
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of an essential protein-modifying activity. Studies in Drosoph-
ila and humans alike illustrate that Epl1 orthologs play key
roles in development and cancer, akin to Epl1’s essential role
in yeast. In addition to established roles in DNA damage
(Figure 2B) (Boudreault et al. 2003), human EPC1 poten-
tially has critical roles in DNA damage repair both within
and independently of NuA4 (Attwooll et al. 2005; Wang
et al. 2016). Failures in DNA damage repair are associated
with genomic instability, which is a major driving force in
cancer. The observation that mutational profiles of cancer
patients reflect frequent alterations in EPC1/2 highlights
the importance of these proteins in human biology and dis-
ease. Analysis of genomic cancer data illustrates, for exam-

ple, that EPC1 is frequently amplified in neuroendocrine
prostate cancer, but deleted in prostate adenocarcinoma
(Cerami et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2013). Additionally, indepen-
dent analysis demonstrates that EPC1 and EPC2 are often
mutated across the gene body in many cancer subtypes, in-
cluding in the critical domains studied here (Forbes et al.
2014). These frequent yet diverse alterations underscore
the importance of understanding the critical functions of spe-
cific residues and domains of Epl1, along with the conse-
quences of complete deletion of this essential gene. Our
results provide new insights into both aspects of altered func-
tion andwill be instrumental in deepening the understanding
of Epl1 orthologs in development and disease.

Figure 8 Model: Epl1 is a core NuA4 regulator in tandem with Esa1. (A) Epl1 is a central component of NuA4 and piccolo-NuA4 (abbreviated
pic-NuA4, shown here only as a part of NuA4). In WT and sds3D, both complexes are intact and active, resulting in normal levels of acetylation, both
of histone H4, as shown in the tails of the H3–H4 tetramer, and of nonhistone substrates, with two representative substrates illustrated, out of over
250 reported in proteomic studies. (B) Loss of the Epl1 C-terminus results in loss of the NuA4 holo-complex, but largely uncompromised pic-NuA4
function, and slightly reduced acetylation levels of nonhistone substrates only in the sds3D background. (C) epl1-NPD keeps NuA4 intact, and the
essential components of pic-NuA4 remain tethered, promoting robust fitness in the bypass state; however, low acetylation levels are present. The
assembly of the NuA4 holo-complex is critical here, such that upon loss of EAF1, epl1-NPD is no longer viable in nonbypass conditions (Figure S4 in
File S1). (D) Loss of the subunit-interaction domains [epl1-E here and epl1-Y in (E)] results in Esa1 no longer structurally bound to Epl1, causing both
NuA4 and pic-NuA4 to be compromised. This results in low acetylation and overwhelming loss of cellular fitness similar to epl1D sds3D. (E) By
comparison, epl1-YD sds3D results in the similar loss of physical contact with Esa1, but also loss of physical interaction with Yng2, and therefore by
extension, Eaf6. This mutant has the same severe fitness-deficits as epl1-ED sds3D and epl1D sds3D, underscoring the primary importance of the
Esa1–Epl1 interaction. Although not illustrated in the model, epl1D sds3D would be similar to epl1-ED sds3D and epl1-YD sds3D, with low levels of
acetylation; however in the complete absence of Epl1, all piccolo-NuA4 subunits would be disassociated from the NuA4 holo-complex. Note that in
our experiments, analysis of H4 acetylation is a proxy for NuA4/piccolo-NuA4 activity. Proteomic studies define many additional substrates for NuA4
activity, some of which are likely to contribute to processes affected upon loss of Epl1 or Esa1 functions. Of note, both Yng2 and Epl1 were identified
as substrates of Esa1, where acetylation has already been demonstrated to have a significant functional impact (Yi et al. 2012; Mitchell et al. 2013;
Downey et al. 2015). Therefore, we believe that nonhistone substrates, though not specifically analyzed here, are a critical part of the observed
phenotypes and model presented.
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Figure S1: Bypass of ESA1 and EPL1 occurs at both 24˚ and 30˚. Akin to results in Fig.1, similar viability was observed at the 

more elevated 30˚ temperature on 5-FOA. 

Figure S2: Validation of differentially expressed transcripts by qPCR. Three differentially expressed transcripts were evaluated 

by q-RT-PCR analysis of three biological replicates with qPCR performed in technical triplicate. Expression was normalized to 

the SCR1 control locus, and fold-change relative to WT is plotted. Error bars shown are standard deviation of the mean. 

Differential expression significance between esa1∆ sds3∆ and epl1∆ sds3∆ was calculated with a two-tailed Student’s t-test, and 

statistical significance was assigned for p<0.05, as indicated by an asterisk. ns denotes non-significant, p>0.05.  
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Figure S3: Crosslinking stabilizes Esa1 in the chromatin in epl1∆ sds3∆. Subcellular fractionation assays, as in Figure 4, were 

performed after a brief 15-minute crosslink with 37% formaldehyde prior to cell lysis and differential centrifugation. With the 

addition of the fixation step, Esa1 remained in the whole cell extract (W) and the crude chromatin (C) fractions, but was depleted 

from the soluble fraction (S) in WT (LPY21568), sds3∆ (LPY21579), and in epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21596). 

Figure S4: Eaf1 is required for epl1-NP∆ viability. Strains including the epl1-NP∆ mutant were mated to eaf1∆ to test for ability to 

survive without a WT copy of EPL1. Loss of EAF1 serves as a proxy for loss of the NuA4-holocomplex. As compared to  

epl1-NP∆ (LPY22120), epl1-NP∆ eaf1∆ (LPY22443) was unable to survive without a plasmid-borne non-mutant EPL1. Likewise, 

under bypass conditions, eaf1∆ resulted in loss of fitness of epl1-NP∆ sds3∆ (LPY22000) as compared to wild-type EAF1 

(LPY22440), overall indicating the importance of the NuA4-holocomplex in supporting the viability and fitness of epl1-NP∆, in 

SDS3 and in sds3∆ bypass conditions, respectively.  
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TABLE S1 – YEAST STRAINS 
Strain Genotype Reference 

LPY20724 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0 esa1∆::kanMX 
sds3∆::kanMX + pLP796   

LPY20609 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX + 
pLP3189   

LPY20974 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 act1∆::natMX sds3∆::kanMX + 
pKFW29 

act1∆::NatMX  
provided by  
D. Amberg (SVY12)  
(HAARER et al. 2007) 

LPY20617 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 arp4∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX + 
pLP3183   

LPY20611 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0 swc4∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX + 
pLP3190   

LPY20443 
MATa ade2-1/2-101 can1-100/CAN1 his3-11,15/his3∆200 leu2-
3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1/ura3-52 tra1∆::HIS3 sds3∆::kanMX + pTRA1 
(URA3) * 

tra1∆::HIS3  
provided by  
M. Cole 

LPY79 MATα W303 (ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11 leu2,3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1)   

LPY20877 MATα W303 sds3∆::natMX   

LPY21631 MATα W303 esa1∆::HIS3 sds3∆::natMX   
LPY21299 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX   

LPY21751 MATα W303 esa1∆::^HIS3 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX   

LPY21568 MATα W303 ESA1-13Myc-kanMX   

LPY21579 MATα W303 ESA1-13Myc-kanMX sds3∆::natMX   
LPY21596 MATα W303 ESA1-13Myc-kanMX sds3∆::natMX epl1∆::kanMX   

LPY22201 MATα W303 Swc4-3HA::kanMX Provided by  
M. Kobor 

LPY22202 MATα W303 Swc4-3HA::kanMX sds3∆::natMX   

LPY21942 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX Swc4-3HA::kanMX   

LPY21071 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX + pLP3189   
LPY20759 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX + pLP3189   

LPY21686 MATa his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0 EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 

Provided by  
J. Côté (QY237) 
(ROSSETTO et al. 
2014) 

LPY22120 MATα W303 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 + pLP3189   
LPY22012 MATα W303 epl1-E∆-13MYC-HISMX6 + pLP3189   

LPY22001 MATα W303 epl1-Y∆-13MYC-HISMX6 + pLP3189   

LPY22084 MATα W303 epl1-Nt∆-13MYC-HISMX6 + pLP3189   

LPY22010 MATα W303 epl1-Ct∆-13MYC-HISMX6 + pLP3189   
LPY22204 MATα W303 EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6   

LPY22206 MATα W303 EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX   

LPY22111 MATα W303 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX   

LPY22017 MATα W303 epl1-E∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX   
LPY22185 MATα W303 epl1-Y∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX   
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* Mixed strain background 
	
 
 
TABLE S2 – PLASMIDS 
Plasmid Information Reference 

pLP796 ESA1, 2µ URA3 (in YEp352)  
pLP3183 ARP4, 2µ, URA3 (in pRS426)  
pLP3189 EPL1, 2µ, URA3 (in pRS426)  
pLP3190 SWC4, 2µ, URA3 (in pRS426)  
pKFW29 ACT1, CEN, URA3 D. Amberg (HAARER et al. 2007) 
pLP74 pKS+ (Bluescript) (ALTING-MEES AND SHORT 1989) 
pLP3337 EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 in pLP74 *  
pLP3340 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 in pLP74  
pLP3341 epl1-Y∆-13MYC-HISMX6 in pLP74  
pLP3344 epl1-E∆-13MYC-HISMX6 in pLP74  
pLP3345 epl1-Ct∆-13MYC-HISMX6 in pLP74  
pLP3346 epl1-Nt∆-13MYC-HISMX6 in pLP74  

* The genomic DNA that is contained in this plasmid originates from the S288C strain background, which 
is known to contain several polymorphisms relative to the W303 strain background in the EPL1 ORF 
(RALSER et al. 2012; ENGEL et al. 2014). At this time, no function has been assigned to the various strain-
specific polymorphisms.  

LPY22091 MATα W303 epl1-Nt∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX   

LPY22033 MATα W303 epl1-Ct∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX   

LPY22231 MATα W303 EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 Esa1-3HA-kanMX   

LPY22232 MATα W303 EPL1-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX Esa1-3HA-
kanMX   

LPY22213 MATα W303 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX ESA1-3HA-
kanMX   

LPY22208 MATα W303 epl1-E∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX ESA1-3HA-
kanMX   

LPY22226 MATα W303 epl1-Y∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX ESA1-3HA-
kanMX   

LPY22209 MATα W303 epl1-Nt∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX ESA1-3HA-
kanMX   

LPY22211 MATα W303 epl1-Ct∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX ESA1-3HA-
kanMX   

LPY22421 MATα W303 yng2∆::URA3  

LPY22000 MATα W303 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX+ pLP3189  

LPY22440 MATα W303 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 sds3∆::natMX 
eaf1∆::kanMX + pLP3189  

LPY22443 MATα W303 epl1-NP∆-13MYC-HISMX6 eaf1∆::kanMX + pLP3189  
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Table S3 – OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 
 Number Name Sequence References 

oLP2196 EPL1_+2.3kb_F AACAACAACAGCAGCAGCAG  

oLP2169 EPL1_Sac1R_850 AAAAAGAGCTCACACTGAGGAGCATCTGCAC  

oLP2172 EPL1_Sac1R_91 AAAAGAGCTCGTTGCCTCGACTTTCGTAG  

oLP2180 Epl1-HindIII_F AAAAAAGCTTCAGCTCATCGCCTATCCTCC  

oLP2202 EPL1_NCPdel_F GATGCTTCTATGACTTGGAATGAATATGATAAG  

oLP2203 EPL1_NCPdel_R ACCAGCACTGGCTCCAGC  

oLP2204 EPL1_ESA1del_F CACGAGCGTCAACCATTC  

oLP2208 EPL1_Esa1del_R2 GATGTAGCTGGTGGTCTC  

oLP2206 EPL1_YNG2del_F AAGAATTTGAAAAGATCTTTGAAC  

oLP2207 EPL1_YNG2del_R AAAATGTGTTTTATGAGAATTTATTTC  

oLP2213 EPCAdel_F2 TCTCATGTTTATGTCAAACTACC  

oLP2214 EPCAdel_R2 CGGCATCGTTATTATCGTTATTTG  

oLP2211 EPL1_delCterm_F CGGATCCCCGGGTTAATT  

oLP2212 EPL1_delCterm_R CGTAATTGGCTGTGATGTTG  

oLP1275 SCR1F CGCGGCTAGACACGGATT 
(YANG AND 
KIRCHMAIER 
2006) 

oLP1276 SCR1R GCACGGTGCGGAATAGAGAA 
(YANG AND 
KIRCHMAIER 
2006) 

oLP2248 ATG19_1F AGACGGAAATCGCCTCTGAC  

oLP2249 ATG19_1R TCGCCAGCGTCAGTAAACTT  

oLP2250 YHK8_1F ATGCAGCTTCTGGAATGGCT  

oLP2251 YHK8_1R GTCGGGCACCGTATTTGGTA  

oLP2252 ADE17_1F TGCCAATCCACACCAAAAGC  

oLP2253 ADE17_1R ATGCTTGAACGATGCTGCTG  
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Introduction 

 The enzymatic activity of histone acetyltransferase (HAT) complexes, 

such as NuA4, is opposed by that of histone deacetylase (HDAC) complexes, 

another major class of chromatin regulators. There are three primary classes 

of histone deacetylases in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, classified by sequence 

homology or co-factor dependence (Figure 3-1). Class I includes Rpd3, Hos1, 

and Hos2. Class II contains Hda1 and Hos3. Finally, class III (the sirtuins), 

includes five NAD+ dependent HDACs, Sir2, Hst1, Hst2, Hst3, and Hst4. The 

HDACs are not essential for viability in budding yeast, and generally have less 

targeted activity than the HATs. However, studies have illustrated that each 

HDAC has a specialized set of functions, and like HATs, are often part of 

multimeric complexes, containing additional subunits necessary for full 

enzymatic activity [reviewed in (Kurdistani and Grunstein 2003)].  

Class I deacetylases. Rpd3 is the founding member of the class I 

deacetylases. Rpd3 is generally considered to be one of the main 

deacetylases in S. cerevisiae, affecting at least one-quarter of promoters 

genome-wide (Kurdistani et al. 2002; Robyr et al. 2002). The Rpd3 

deacetylase is primarily found in two distinct complexes, both of which 

deacetylate histones H3, H4, H2A, and H2B, along with non-histone 

substrates (De Nadal et al. 2004; Carrozza et al. 2005a; Keogh et al. 2005). 

The Rpd3-containing complexes differ by subunit composition and genomic 

localization. Rpd3S and Rpd3L complexes contain a core set of subunits: 
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Class Deacetylase 

I Rpd3 (HDAC1)    Hos1 (HDAC8)     
Hos2 (HDAC3) 

II Hda1 (HDAC4)   Hos3 (HDAC6) 

III 
(NAD-dependent) 

Sir2      Hst1    Hst2     Hst3     Hst4 
(SIRT) 

Figure 3-1. Three classes of histone deacetylases, based on sequence 
homology and/or co-factor dependence. There are three major classes 
of histone deacetylases. The S. cerevisiae HDACs are listed with the 
primary corresponding mammalian ortholog listed in parentheses. The third 
class of HDACs, known as the sirtuins, encode NAD-dependent enzymes, 
whereas the first two classes are classified by sequence homology. 
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Rpd3, Ume1, and Sin3. Rpd3L has additional subunits including Sds3 and 

Dep1, responsible for maintaining complex integrity, and the Ume6 and Ash1 

subunits that recruit Rpd3L to gene promoters (Carrozza et al. 2005a). In 

addition to the core subunits, the Rpd3S complex contains Rco1, involved in 

complex stability, and Eaf3, which is shared with the NuA4 complex. In 

contrast to Rpd3L, Rpd3S is recruited by Eaf3, meditated by RNA polymerase 

II, to H3K36me (Govind et al. 2010) at the 3’ end of coding sequences. Here, 

Rpd3S plays a role in repression of cryptic transcription (Carrozza et al. 

2005b).  

A second class I deacetylase is Hos2, known to have a role in creating 

a more open chromatin state, thereby promoting induction of transcription 

(Wang et al. 2002). Hos2 is an enzymatic subunit of the Set3 complex, which 

also contains the Hst1 deacetylase. The Set3 complex regulates the 

expression of meiosis-specific genes that are a part of the mid/late sporulation 

gene program, and is also important for initiating gene expression in the stress 

response (Pijnappel et al. 2001; Sharma et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2012). Hos2 is 

also important for the deacetylation of ribosomal protein genes (Robyr et al. 

2002). Recently, it was found that Hos2 is critical in opposing Esa1 in DNA 

damage repair, by rescuing defects in the induction of repair genes in esa1 

mutants (Torres-Machorro et al. 2015). 

The final class I deacetylase encoded by HOS1 deacetylates chromatin 

at the ribosomal DNA locus (Robyr et al. 2002). Hos1 also deacetylates the 
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Smc3 protein, to promote chromosome cohesion (Borges et al. 2010). Apart 

from these two main targets, little else is known about Hos1 and its functions. 

Class II deacetylases. The founding member of the class II 

deacetylases is Hda1. Hda1 acts in a small complex that includes Hda2 and 

Hda3 (Wu et al. 2001a). Hda1 is recruited to target promoters by Tup1 and 

deacetylates the histone variant H2A.Z, encoded by HTZ1, in addition to the 

core histones H2B and H3 (Wu et al. 2001b; Lin et al. 2008). Along with Rpd3, 

Hda1 is considered to be the other major yeast deacetylase, and they act on 

nearly all gene promoters with little overlap (Robyr et al. 2002). Despite being 

in different HDAC classes, as based upon general sequence divergence, 

including the location of the deacetylase domain, Rpd3 and Hda1 still share 

some sequence similarity and function yet have distinct targets (Rundlett et al. 

1996; Kurdistani et al. 2002; Robyr et al. 2002). Specifically, Hda1 

deacetylates large chromosomal regions known as HAST (Hda1-affected 

subtelomeric) domains, found adjacent to telomeric heterochromatin, at the 

end of most chromosomes (Robyr et al. 2002). These HAST domains are 

specifically enriched for stress response genes, such as those involved in 

osmotic shock, and are repressed by Hda1 in nutrient-rich conditions. 

The second member of class II is Hos3, a unique deacetylase in that it 

does not require additional subunits for full deacetylase activity (Carmen et al. 

1999). Hos3 is also unique in that it is specifically targeted to the bud-neck of 

the mother cell and to a single focus in the daughter cell, where it is involved in 
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the spindle position checkpoint, acting as a sensor of spindle orientation 

defects (Wang and Collins 2014). Consistent with this highly specialized role, 

hos3∆ does not change global histone acetylation, nor does it result in any 

apparent phenotypes (Carmen et al. 1999; Robyr et al. 2002). 

Class III deacetylases. The final class of deacetylases is comprised of 

the sirtuins, some of the most thoroughly studied among yeast and many other 

organisms [reviewed in (Jing and Lin 2015)]. The sirtuins are classified for 

their NAD+ co-factor dependence coupled with lysine deacetylation, allowing 

for potential regulation by cellular energy balance (Imai et al. 2000; Sauve et 

al. 2006). The founding member of the sirtuins, Sir2, deacetylates H4K16, and 

is required for silencing the mating type loci, HML and HMR as well as rDNA 

and telomere-proximal genes [reviewed in (Blander and Guarente 2004)].  

There are four paralogs of Sir2 (Homolog of Sirtuin): Hst1, Hst2, Hst3, 

and Hst4, with Hst1, Hst3, and Hst4 thought to have similar gene silencing 

functions (Brachmann et al. 1995). Hst1 is part of the Set3 complex, sharing 

targets with Hos2, and is part of the Sum1-Rfm1-Hst1 complex, important for 

replication initiation by H4K5 deacetylation (Weber et al. 2008). However, Hst1 

is the most similar homolog to Sir2, and the two are thought to have partially 

overlapping functions (Bedalov et al. 2003). Hst2 is the only primarily 

cytoplasmic sirtuin, though does shuttle between the nucleus and the 

cytoplasm for functional regulation (Perrod et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2006). 

Interestingly, overexpression of HST2 was found to partially suppress the 
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silencing defects of sir2∆ (Perrod et al. 2001). Hst3 and Hst4 deacetylate 

H3K56 in a cell-cycle dependent manner (Maas et al. 2006). The careful 

balance of H3K56 acetylation, as partially regulated by Hst3 and Hst4, is 

critical for modulating sensitivity to genotoxic agents (Celic et al. 2006; Maas 

et al. 2006). 

Opposing activities of NuA4 and the HDACs. A key line of inquiry is 

to understand the balance of acetylation as coordinated by the opposing 

activities of histone deacetylases and acetyltransferases. Whereas the bypass 

of ESA1 and EPL1 by concurrent loss of Rpd3L underscores the Rpd3L-NuA4 

relationship (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014; Searle et al. 2017), other 

studies have found that Hda1 is also relevant in opposing Esa1 enzymatic 

activity (Vogelauer et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2008; Chang and Pillus 2009). 

Interestingly, hda1∆ does not bypass the requirement for ESA1, however it 

drastically improved the fitness after bypass of ESA1 in esa1∆ sds3∆ (Torres-

Machorro and Pillus 2014). 

This chapter primarily focuses on understanding the specificity of 

HDACs, and how they functionally and specifically oppose the NuA4 

acetyltransferase upon bypass of EPL1. The previous chapter illustrated the 

bypass of EPL1 by sds3∆, but demonstrated that this bypass strain, although 

viable, is not robust. Accordingly, other deacetylases were deleted in the epl1∆ 

sds3∆ background to test if after bypass, cellular acetylation could be further 

balanced, and likewise promote enhanced fitness. Other phenotypes, such as 
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sensitivity to stress agents, and rDNA silencing, for example, were also 

examined to test if and how each epl1∆ sds3∆ HDAC∆ mutant suppressed the 

epl1∆ sds3∆ phenotypic defect. Deletion of HDA1 was overwhelmingly the 

most productive in terms of enhancing growth and fitness of epl1∆ sds3∆ and 

rescuing many defects, such as rDNA silencing, progression through the cell 

cycle, and response to damage and stress agents. This suggests the 

combined importance of Hda1 and Rpd3L in opposing NuA4 enzymatic 

activity. 

 

Results 

 NuA4 has distinct interactions with histone deacetylases. Initial 

studies of NuA4 bypass conditions revealed that individual HDACs have 

distinct interactions with Esa1, as demonstrated by genetic interactions and 

phenotypic studies (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014). To determine if these 

genetic interactions were retained upon EPL1 bypass, an expanded set of 

HDAC mutants was generated in the epl1∆ sds3∆ background. These studies 

surveyed, for the first time, mutations of all of the sirtuin (class III) genes in a 

NuA4 bypass background. 

The ability to grow without an EPL1 plasmid in epl1∆ sds3∆ on the 

counter-selective 5-FOA revealed that deletion of specific HDACs, such as 

HDA1, likely further balanced cellular acetylation, and these activities acted in 

opposition to Epl1 and NuA4 (Figure 3-2). Likewise, failure, or near inability to 
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Figure 3-2. NuA4 has distinct interactions with different HDACs. Loss 
of deacetylases can either enhance or exacerbate the bypass of epl1∆ by 
concurrent loss of SDS3. Triple mutants of epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21071) with 
hos2∆ (LPY21292), hda1∆ (LPY21381), sir2∆ (LPY22115), hst1∆ 
(LPY21186), hst2∆ (LPY21236), hst3∆ (LPY21342), or hst4∆ (LPY22187) 
were constructed. Their ability to survive without a covering EPL1 plasmid 
was surveyed by growth on the counterselective 5-FOA, as compared to the 
growth control that selects for the EPL1 plasmid, at 24˚. Results ranged 
from lethality with hos2∆, to enhanced viability with hda1∆.      
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grow without an EPL1 plasmid in these same conditions revealed that other 

HDACs, such as HOS2 or HST2 respectively were more critical for growth in 

the EPL1 bypass background. The distinct genetic interactions between EPL1 

and the genes encoding each deacetylase underscore the importance of the 

target specificity of each HDAC in opposing that of EPL1 in NuA4. 

 Phenotypes of epl1∆ sds3∆ are selectively suppressed by deletion 

of HDACs. All viable HDAC mutants in the epl1∆ sds3∆ background were 

subjected to additional phenotypic analysis to determine which phenotypes of 

epl1∆ sds3∆ were suppressed or unchanged upon loss of each HDAC. Loss of 

HDA1 overwhelmingly suppressed many of the epl1∆ sds3∆ phenotypes. The 

temperature sensitive and slow-growing epl1∆ sds3∆ mutant was found to 

tolerate growth in temperatures ranging from 24˚ to 37˚ with the concurrent 

loss of HDA1 (Figure 3-3). Whereas the epl1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ mutant did not 

grow as robustly as the sds3∆ single mutant, it consistently grew about 10-15-

fold better than epl1∆ sds3∆ upon temperature evaluation. This improvement 

was remarkable, especially considering that an essential gene is bypassed 

and deleted.  

 The remaining HDAC deletions in the epl1∆ sds3∆ background, such as 

sir2∆, hst1∆, hst2∆, hst3∆, and hst4∆ did not significantly alter temperature-

challenged growth. This observation implies that these HDACs either have 

overlapping functions with Rpd3L, already compromised in epl1∆ sds3∆, or 
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Figure 3-3. Loss of HDA1 enhances temperature-dependent fitness. 
Loss of HDA1 (LPY21459) in epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21299) partially restores 
growth as compared to sds3∆ (LPY20877) across temperatures, from 24˚ to 
37˚. Strains with deletions of encoding the additional deacetylases were 
viable in epl1∆ sds3∆, including sir2∆ (LPY22450), hst1∆ (LPY22447), 
hst2∆ (LPY22448), hst3∆ (LPY22449), and hst4∆ (LPY22452). These 
mutations had negligible effects on growth in contrast with the epl1∆ sds3∆ 
double mutant. 
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function more independently of Epl1 and NuA4, causing no additional 

temperature sensitivity or general growth defects.  

 Assessment of sensitivity to DNA damaging challenges yielded similar 

findings to the temperature growth assays. Again, HDA1 stands out as 

selectively enhancing growth upon deletion in the epl1∆ sds3∆ strain (Figure 

3-4). The exception was with sensitivity to the topoisomerase I inhibitor, CPT, 

which at the 7µg/ml concentration used, does not permit growth of any of the 

bypass strains, including epl1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆. However, even the sds3∆ single 

mutant showed a degree of sensitivity to CPT, implying that evaluating lower 

concentrations than the standard titrations might be useful in future studies. 

 As demonstrated in Chapter 2 and in previous studies, NuA4, and 

specifically Epl1 and Esa1 are necessary for normal progression through the 

cell cycle, since their compromised functions result in a G2/M delay (Clarke et 

al. 1999; Boudreault et al. 2003; Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014; Searle et 

al. 2017). Independent evidence suggests that many of the HDACs are likely 

to be important in regulating important cell cycle genes as well (Bernstein et al. 

2000; Desfosses-Baron et al. 2016). It was shown previously that loss of 

HDA1 in esa1∆ sds3∆ partially suppressed the esa1∆ sds3∆ G2/M delay 

(Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014).  

Here, the same selective partial suppression of the epl1∆ sds3∆ cell 

cycle delay by hda1∆ was observed; however, deletion of none of the other 

deacetylases in combination with epl1∆ sds3∆ was able to rescue this defect 
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epl1∆ hda1∆ 
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Figure 3-4. Loss of HDA1 results in robust response to DNA damage in 
epl1∆ sds3∆. Triple mutant HDAC strains were with DNA damaging agents, 
as compared to sds3∆ (LPY20877) and epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21299) at 24˚. 
Loss of HDA1 in epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21459) results in enhanced growth in 
response to all DNA damaging agents tested, with the exception of CPT. 
Deletion of the remaining deacetylases in combination with epl1∆ sds3∆, 
including sir2∆ (LPY22450), hst1∆ (LPY22447), hst2∆ (LPY22448), hst3∆ 
(LPY22449), and hst4∆ (LPY22452), did not improve fitness in response to 
DNA damage as compared to the epl1∆ sds3∆ double mutant. The no 
damage control plate can be found in the 24˚ panel of Figure 3-3, and the 
DMSO plate is the vehicle control for CPT.  
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(Figure 3-5). Although studies of Hda1 in the cell cycle have been relatively 

limited, it is illustrated here that Hda1 acts in opposition to NuA4 and apart 

from Rpd3L, either in deacetylating non-histone substrates that are important 

for cell cycle regulation and progression, or though H3/H4 deacetylation. 

  Histone deacetylases with wide-ranging targets are likely to affect 

histone acetylation in distinctly characteristic manners. If epl1∆ sds3∆ has a 

primary defect in cellular acetylation, we would hypothesize that any mutant 

that significantly enhances the fitness of this strain would suppress, to some 

degree, the low histone H4 acetylation defect and that of other critical 

substrates. Accordingly, two acetylatable-lysines in histone H4 were probed 

for acetylation levels, and compared to both tubulin, as a loading control, and 

acetylation at H3K9/K14, which is not a NuA4 target, but a target of many of 

the deacetylases included in the study. Whereas epl1∆ sds3∆ had generally 

reduced H4 acetylation levels, many of the triple mutants did indeed suppress 

this defect to some degree, with epl1∆ sds3∆ hst3∆ being the exception here 

(Figure 3-6). In line with the previously discussed phenotypes, epl1∆ sds3∆ 

hda1∆ can be highlighted, as this mutant demonstrates a robust rescue of H4 

acetylation, along with rescue of the growth defects and temperature and DNA 

damage sensitivities, as discussed earlier. Significantly however, rescue of H4 

acetylation in many of the HDAC triple mutants highlights that histone 

acetylation is not the only important factor in how NuA4 and these HDACs 

interact. In many cases, suppression of the H4 acetylation defect did not 
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Figure 3-5. The epl1∆ sds3∆ cell cycle delay is partially suppressed by 
hda1∆. Cell cycle profiles, as measured by flow cytometry were generated 
to compare cellular distributions in logarithmically growing cells. The 1C 
status corresponds to a single copy of DNA, in an unbudded cell, whereas 
2C corresponds to two copies of DNA, at a point during the cell cycle where 
a cell has undergone DNA replication. WT (LPY79) and sds3∆ (LPY20877) 
have equal 1C and 2C peaks, signifying normal progression through the cell 
cycle during logarithmic growth. Note that, epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21299) has a 
much larger 2C peak, indicating a cell cycle defect, characterized by a G2M 
delay. Although loss of HDA1 (LPY21459) helps mitigate this delay, loss of 
SIR2 (LPY22450), HST1 (LPY22447), HST2 (LPY22448), HST3 
(LPY22449), and HST4 (LPY22452) each have no beneficial effect on the 
cell cycle in epl1∆ sds3∆. 
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Figure 3-6. Low histone H4 acetylation is suppressed in  
epl1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆. Acetylation status of histone H4 was surveyed by 
examining acetylation of H4K8 and H4K12, as compared to the tubulin-
control. Additionally, acetylation of H3K9/14 was measured. Levels of H4 
and H3 acetylation varied in response to the triple mutant HDAC deletions, 
as compared to WT (LPY79) and epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21118) alone. Deletion 
of HDA1 in epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21459) results in increases of both 
acetylatable lysines of H4 tested, along with the lysines of histone H3. In 
comparison, epl1∆ sds3∆ hst3∆ resulted in low levels of acetylation across 
lysines surveyed. Deletions of sir2∆ (LPY21266), hst1∆ (LPY21209), hst3∆ 
(LPY21393), and hst4∆ (LPY21489) in epl1∆ sds3∆ resulted in more 
moderate changes in H4 acetylation as compared to epl1∆ sds3∆.  
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promote enhanced strain fitness. These results underscore the recognition 

that even in HAT/HDAC mutants, response to other stresses is also critical for 

determining general strain fitness. 

 Epl1 is opposed by Hda1 independent of Rpd3L. It has been 

established that Epl1 is critical in autophagy where it promotes the acetylation 

of a key autophagy protein, Atg3 (Yi et al. 2012). Autophagy is an important 

cellular process that maintains cellular homeostasis by degrading and 

recycling cellular organelles and proteins. The process of autophagy is 

triggered by many cellular signals and stress conditions.  Oxidative stress is 

one such condition that specifically triggers the production of 

autophagosomes, one of they key autophagy vesicles [reviewed in (Navarro-

Yepes et al. 2014)]. Given Epl1’s role in autophagy, and the link between 

oxidative stress and autophagy, the oxidative stress tolerance of epl1∆ sds3∆ 

was evaluated. The assay selected was grounded in the observation that the 

accumulation of reactive oxygen species, a hallmark of oxidative stress, is 

critical for mediating apoptosis and programmed cell death [reviewed in 

(Farrugia and Balzan 2012)]. The epl1∆ sds3∆ mutant was highly sensitive to 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), an oxidative stress agent (Figure 3-7). Strikingly, 

this sensitivity was suppressed by loss of HDA1. This suggests that whereas 

Rpd3L opposes many of the most critical functions of NuA4, Hda1 directly 

opposes many other challenge-specific roles. 
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Figure 3-7. Oxidative stress sensitivity is rescued by hda1∆ in epl1∆ 
sds3∆. (A) A solution of 3% H2O2 was plated at the white dot in the center 
of each plate containing a lawn of cells of WT (LPY79), sds3∆ (LPY20877), 
epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21299), or epl1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ (LPY21459). (B) The zone 
of inhibition was measured as the area containing no cellular growth and 
quantified averaged across three biological replicates, with error bars 
representing standard deviation. When water is added instead of H2O2, no 
zone of inhibition is observed (not shown). Loss of HDA1 suppresses the 
observed sensitivity in epl1∆ sds3∆ back to WT levels.  
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 It has been established that Esa1 regulates silencing of the rDNA locus 

(Clarke et al. 2006), and that Epl1 also contributes to gene silencing 

(Boudreault et al. 2003), underscoring the importance of NuA4/piccolo-NuA4 

in these processes, a topic that is further explored in Chapter 4. An rDNA 

silencing reporter was used to ask if Epl1 is involved in rDNA silencing, and if 

Hda1 acts in direct opposition (Figure 3-8A). Here, esa1-414 was included as 

a control known to be defective in rDNA silencing, and it was apparent that the 

epl1∆ sds3∆ mutants and esa1∆ sds3∆ mutants were unable to silence the 

reporter within the rDNA locus, indicative of a defect in rDNA silencing. 

Notably, loss of HDA1 in either epl1∆ sds3∆ or esa1∆ sds3∆ suppressed this 

rDNA silencing phenotype, demonstrating restoration of silencing at the rDNA 

array (Figure 3-8B). 

 The results in this chapter bring the critical NuA4-Rpd3L-Hda1 

relationship to focus. Previous studies have provided several lines of evidence 

to suggest that  Rpd3L and Hda1 are most critical for opposing NuA4 catalytic 

activity (Vogelauer et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2008; Chang and Pillus 2009; Torres-

Machorro and Pillus 2014; Searle et al. 2017). However, many of these 

studies have relied on hypomorphic alleles of ESA1 and EPL1, rather than the 

complete deletion. This limitation is resolved by the bypass of EPL1, 

facilitating the assessment of cellular status upon complete loss of EPL1. 

Whereas the essential activities of EPL1 are bypassed by loss of Rpd3L, most 

of the resulting mutant phenotypes are directly rescued by loss of HDA1. This 
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Figure 3-8. rDNA silencing defect in epl1∆ sds3∆ is suppressed by 
hda1∆. (A) An rDNA reporter was constructed by inserting an ADE2 CAN1 
cassette at the rDNA array such that if the locus is silenced properly, CAN1 
a transporter for canavanine, a toxic arginine analog, wont be expressed 
and canavanine will not be transported into the cells when cells are grown 
in the presence of canavanine. (B) rDNA silencing is impaired at 30˚ in 
epl1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21627), esa1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21646), and esa1∆ epl1∆ 
sds3∆ (LPY21626), just as it is in the negative control, esa1-414 
(LPY13251). rDNA silencing is restored in epl1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ (LPY21652) 
and in esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ (LPY18222), similar to WT (LPY4767) and 
sds3∆ (LPY21620).  
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suggests that both Rpd3L and Hda1 directly oppose Epl1/NuA4. However, 

several non-overlapping functions and/or targets of Rpd3L and Hda1 exist. 

This was exemplified by different responses to genetic and pharmacological 

challenges. These distinct functions are highly relevant in the context of NuA4 

and specifically Epl1/Esa1. 

  
Discussion 

 In Chapter 3, bypass suppression of Epl1 was used to explore the 

functional relationship between NuA4 and genes encoding HDAC enzymes. 

Previous studies relied on hypomorphic or low-dosage alleles of ESA1 and 

EPL1 to diminish NuA4 activity and assess genetic interactions between NuA4 

and HDAC genes (Lin et al. 2008; Chang and Pillus 2009). The work reported 

here is significant because HDACs are generally considered to be less specific 

than HATs, thereby acting on a wider range of targets. Understanding the 

functional relationship between opposing enzyme classes leads to better 

insight in how these critical enzymes promote tightly balanced cellular 

acetylation, dynamically fine-tuned for regulatory control. 

 The results from this chapter illustrate the importance of Hda1 in 

opposing the activity of NuA4. It is noteworthy that hda1∆ cannot bypass 

esa1∆ (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014), especially given the fitness 

enhancement and overwhelming phenotypic suppression of hda1∆ in both 

esa1∆ sds3∆ and in epl1∆ sds3∆. In future studies, the epl1∆ hda1∆ strain will 
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be constructed in order to evaluate any potential Esa1/Epl1 differences, as 

was observed with epl1∆ sds3∆ hst2∆ and esa1∆ sds3∆ hst2∆. 

 Hos1 and Hos3 may act in opposition to NuA4 at the rDNA locus 

and spindle pole body, respectively. Eight HDACs (Rpd3L, Hos2, Hda1, 

Sir2, Hst1, Hst2, Hst3, Hst4) were evaluated for genetic interactions with 

NuA4. Rpd3, as it exists in the Rpd3L complex was comprehensively studied 

in Chapter 2 and in previous studies, as the focus of the bypass studies of 

ESA1 and EPL1 (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014). The remaining seven 

HDACs were the focus of this chapter.  

 Both Hos1 and Hos3 are lesser characterized HDACs in yeast, and 

have specialized functions, however neither Hos1 nor Hos3 were included in 

this study. However, both could have interesting interactions with NuA4 that 

remain to be characterized. For example, Hos1, known to deacetylate 

chromatin at the rDNA (Robyr et al. 2002), might act in opposition to NuA4 at 

the rDNA and could also relieve the rDNA silencing defects of epl1∆ sds3∆ 

and esa1∆ sds3∆, akin to hda1∆. 

 By contrast, it is possible that Hos3 might be relevant to NuA4 cell cycle 

functions. It is known that NuA4 both physically interacts with and acetylates 

several of the spindle pole body proteins (Mitchell et al. 2013a). In addition, 

several NuA4 subunit mutants are sensitive to microtubule destabilization 

assessed with benomyl (Le Masson et al. 2003). Rpd3 may play a role in 

opposing NuA4 here as well, as rpd3∆ suppresses the benomyl sensitivity of 
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NuA4 mutants to varying degrees (Mitchell et al. 2013a). It is thus possible 

that Hos3 might be a relevant NuA4 antagonist at the spindle pole body, given 

its role in the spindle position checkpoint (Wang and Collins 2014). 

 Epl1’s interactions with Hst2 and Sir2 are distinct from Esa1’s 

genetic interactions. The majority of the results presented here, in Chapter 2, 

and in previous studies feature functional overlap between Epl1 and Esa1. For 

example, growth in response to genotoxic agents, silencing at the rDNA, and 

global gene expression in epl1∆ sds3∆ mirror that in esa1∆ sds3∆. However, 

there are a few interesting differences between Epl1 and Esa1 with regard to 

two specific genetic interactions. Previously, it was found that hst2∆ was 

synthetic lethal with esa1∆ sds3∆ (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014). It is 

therefore striking that epl1∆ sds3∆ hst2∆ is viable, as presented in this 

chapter.  

 There are several possibilities to consider in understanding this 

difference. For example when the esa1∆ sds3∆ hst2∆ +pESA1 strain was 

grown on 5-FOA + 10% glucose (a concentration found to support enhanced 

growth in some mutants, S. Holmes, personal communication), cells were able 

to survive without the ESA1 covering plasmid (data not shown). This suggests 

that 5-FOA counter-selection was a stressful event, and the supplementation 

of extra glucose from 2 to 10% permitted growth. It is unclear why epl1∆ sds3∆ 

hst2∆ did not require this additional supplementation for viability. Another 

confounding technical possibility involves the SDS3 knockout cassette. 
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Whereas SDS3 was replaced with a kanMX cassette in the esa1∆ mutants, 

the epl1∆ mutants were constructed with sds3∆::natMX. Although these two 

sds3∆ strains showed no apparent phenotypic differences, it is possible that 

nuances between these largely isogenic strains are driving this difference in 

viability. 

 In contrast, a more interesting possibility for the difference in EPL1 and 

ESA1’s genetic interaction with HST2 involves functional differences between 

epl1∆ sds3∆ and esa1∆ sds3∆. The results from Chapter 2 showed functional 

overlap between Esa1 and Epl1 where loss of EPL1 was functionally and 

phenotypically identical to loss of ESA1. There was one notable exception: In 

epl1∆ sds3∆, Esa1 loses association with the chromatin. Since Hst2 encodes 

a cytoplasmic sirtuin, but shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm 

(Perrod et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2006), it is possible that in epl1∆ sds3∆, an 

unstably associated Esa1 somehow permits loss of HST2. It remains to be 

determined if the apparent discordance between viability of epl1∆ sds3∆ hst2∆ 

and lethality of esa1∆ sds3∆ hst2∆ has functional significance or is linked to 

differences in markers. Construction of an esa1∆ sds3∆::natMX hst2∆ strain 

can begin to resolve this question. 

 An additional other interesting divergence between the interaction of 

HDACs with the ESA1 bypass mutant and with the EPL1 bypass mutant 

comes from evaluation of SIR2. Whereas esa1∆ sds3∆ sir2∆ demonstrated 

suppression of many esa1∆ sds3∆ DNA damage sensitivities, the same was 
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not true for epl1∆ sds3∆ sir2∆. The technical differences in strain construction 

discussed for the hst2∆ strains above may be an explanatory factor here, or 

may reflect a functional difference between Esa1 and Epl1. Such a difference 

would be worthy or more thorough characterization, if it were indeed only 

apparent in highly specific conditions. Other phenotypes, such as aging and 

lifespan, hallmarks of Sir2 regulation [reviewed in (Steinkraus et al. 2008)] that 

have not yet been assessed might reveal other nuances of this relationship. In 

support of this possibility, it is known that Esa1 acetylates Pck1, a key 

gluconeogenesis enzyme. Acetylation is crucial for Pck1 enzymatic activity 

and an important determinant of yeast chronological life span, among other 

processes (Lin et al. 2009). 

 Functional antagonism between Rpd3 and Hos2. Whereas NuA4 is 

an essential acetyltransferase, none of the ten HDACs in yeast are essential 

for viability. Of note, epl1∆ sds3∆ is synthetically lethal with hos2∆ (Figure 3-

2). However, this is likely not a reflection of a negative genetic interaction 

between NuA4 and HOS2, but rather is likely one between Rpd3 and Hos2. 

The epl1∆ sds3∆ hos2∆ mutant was sick and extremely slow growing even 

when maintaining plasmid selection for pEPL1 (Figure 3-2). Additionally, 

several previous studies have highlighted this synthetic growth defect of 

hos2∆ with both sds3∆ and rpd3∆ (Collins et al. 2007; Cohen et al. 2008; 

Costanzo et al. 2010; Costanzo et al. 2016). Therefore, although the synthetic 

lethality of epl1∆ sds3∆ hos2∆ seems to stand out among the HDAC-NuA4 
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interactions, it is likely to signify more about an Rpd3-Hos2 relationship than a 

Hos2-NuA4 negative genetic interaction. 

 The Hda1-Rpd3-NuA4 functional axis. The hda1∆ mutation 

suppressed nearly every phenotype studied in epl1∆ sds3∆, and in fact, was 

the only HDAC to suppress many of the epl1∆ sds3∆ phenotypes. The 

significance and mechanism behind this rescue warrants additional 

investigation, as discussed in depth in Chapter 5. This mechanism may 

involve histone acetylation or acetylation of non-histone targets, such as 

genes within the HAST domains, that may be driving this large-scale 

suppression. It was possible that hda1∆ was rescuing aberrant global gene 

expression in epl1∆ sds3∆. This possibility is explored in Chapter 4, where 

transcriptional differences involved in the rescue by hda1∆ are discussed.  

 It is important to remember that these HATs/HDACs are not acting in 

isolation. Rather, there is an important network between them, such that 

modulation of one HAT/HDAC will likely affect the enzymatic activities of 

others. An example of this was recently illustrated with Esa1 and the H2B/H3 

HAT, Gcn5 at ribosomal protein genes. Loss of ESA1 shifted ribosomal protein 

genes from Esa1/TFIID-dependency to Gcn5/SAGA dependence (Uprety et al. 

2015). Therefore, a distinct point to consider is the genetic relationship 

between HDA1 and RPD3. There is a documented synthetic sickness of 

hda1∆ rpd3∆ that is rescued by esa1-531 (Lin et al. 2008). This implies that 

the Rpd3-Hda1 interaction axis may be just as critical as the NuA4-Rpd3L and 
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NuA4-Hda1 axes. To fully assess this interaction triangle (Figure 3-9) between 

NuA4, Rpd3L, and Hda1, the sds3∆ hda1∆ mutants should be studied and 

phenotypically surveyed in more detail. Such analysis will serve to generate a 

more complete picture of both how Rpd3L and Hda1 oppose NuA4, but also 

how Rpd3L and Hda1 interact and functionally divide deacetylase activities in 

the genome.  
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Figure 3-9. The Hda1-Rpd3-NuA4 functional axis. Three chromatin 
modifying complexes have overlapping substrate activity and genetic 
interactions between them that imply a triangular functional axis. This 
includes two HDAC-containing complexes, Rpd3L and Hda1, and the NuA4 
HAT complex. Here, the enzymatic activity of each complex is important for 
balancing cellular acetylation and contributes to overall cellular fitness.  
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Table 3-1. Strains used in Chapter 3. All were constructed for this thesis 
unless otherwise noted. 
Strain Genotype 
LPY79 MATα W303 (ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11 leu2,3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1) * 
LPY21071 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX + pLP3189 
LPY21292 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hos2∆::TRP1 + pLP3189 
LPY21381 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hda1∆::TRP1 + pLP3189 
LPY22115 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX sir2∆::TRP1 + pLP3189 
LPY21186 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst1∆::LEU2 + pLP3189 
LPY21236 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst2∆::TRP1 + pLP3189 
LPY21342 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst3∆::kanMX + pLP3189 
LPY22187 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst4∆::kanXx + pLP3189 
LPY20877 MATα W303 sds3∆::natMX 
LPY21299 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX 
LPY21459 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hda1∆::TRP1 
LPY22450 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX sir2∆::TRP1 
LPY22447 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst1∆::LEU2 
LPY22448 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst2∆::TRP1 
LPY22449 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst3∆::kanMX 
LPY22452 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst4∆::kanMX 
LPY21118 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX 
LPY21266 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX sir2∆::TRP1 
LPY21209 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst1∆::LEU2 
LPY21393 MATα W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst3∆::kanMX 
LPY21489 MATa W303 epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hst4∆::kanMX 
LPY4767 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1  ** 
LPY21620 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1 sds3∆::natMX 
LPY21627 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX  
LPY21652 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1epl1∆::kanMX sds3∆::natMX hda1∆::TRP  
LPY21646 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1esa1∆::HIS3 sds3∆::natMX 
LPY18222 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1esa1∆::HIS3 sds3∆::kanMX hda1∆::TRP1 *** 
LPY21626 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1 sds3∆::natMX esa1∆::HIS3 epl1∆::kanMX 
LPY13251 MATα W303 rDNA::ADE2CAN1 esa1-414 **** 

 
* (Thomas and Rothstein 1989) 
** Pillus lab 
*** (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014) 
**** Pillus lab  
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Introduction 

 Gene expression is both positively and negatively regulated by the 

alteration of chromatin structure through histone modifications such as 

acetylation, phosphorylation, and methylation [reviewed in (Kurdistani and 

Grunstein 2003; Rando and Winston 2012)]. The acetylation of histone tails, 

as mediated by histone acetyltransferases is associated with a more 

accessible chromatin structure, and correspondingly is classically correlated 

with increased gene expression and transcriptional activation. In contrast, the 

opposing activity of histone deacetylation is generally coupled with decreased 

gene expression and transcriptionally silent chromatin.   

 However, growing evidence suggests that this canonical dogma is 

overly simplistic and that the biological reality is more nuanced. In many 

cases, histone acetylation and deacetylation have each been shown to be 

important in both active and silent chromatin, thereby supporting the need for 

the initial conventions to be expanded (Iizuka and Smith 2003). For example, 

loss of RPD3, which encodes the Rpd3 deacetylase, extends silencing into 

normally transcribed genes proximal to telomeres (Zhou et al. 2009). For this 

reason and other allied observations, it becomes even more important to 

understand how specific chromatin modifying enzymes affect global and 

targeted transcription. 

 Esa1 is important for global transcription. Esa1 has global and 

specific transcriptional targets among eukaryotes. Most broadly, Esa1 is 
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recruited to the promoters of actively transcribed genes in yeast. In this case, 

Esa1 occupancy is correlated with genome-wide transcription rates (Robert et 

al. 2004). At the telomeres, Esa1 silences RNA polymerase II-transcribed 

genes (Clarke et al. 2006). 

 Esa1 is also important for transcriptional elongation. Through H4 

acetylation, Esa1 promotes histone eviction and occupancy of the RSC 

chromatin-remodeling complex in the coding sequences of genes to stimulate 

transcriptional elongation. Here, Esa1 acts in cooperation with the H3 HAT, 

Gcn5 (Ginsburg et al. 2009). Thus, Esa1 appears to be important for global 

transcriptional regulation. 

 Esa1 is involved in regulating the expression of ribosomal protein 

genes. Additional studies have demonstrated the importance of Esa1 in the 

expression of ribosomal protein genes. Specifically, Esa1 is recruited by the 

DNA binding protein and transcriptional activator, Rap1, and is associated with 

the promoters of ribosomal protein genes (Reid et al. 2000). Here, through its 

focused acetyltransferase activity, Esa1 targets TFIID to ribosomal protein 

gene promoters for transcription initiation (Uprety et al. 2015). Conversely, 

upon loss of Esa1 enzymatic activity, ribosomal protein genes lose TFIID 

dependency, and instead rely on the major co-transcriptional activator 

complex, SAGA, for initiation. Whereas the latter observation suggests that 

Esa1 may not be absolutely critical for expression of ribosomal protein genes, 
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it implies that there is an intricate mechanism regulating ribosome gene 

expression worthy of additional study. 

 Esa1 in ribosome biogenesis.  Esa1 and NuA4 are implicated in 

many facets of the regulation of ribosome biogenesis, a metabolically intensive 

process that is estimated to account for nearly 80% of total transcription in 

yeast cells (Warner et al. 2001). Ribosome biogenesis involves the 

coordination of the rDNA locus and over 100 ribosomal protein genes to 

ultimately facilitate mRNA translation [reviewed in (Woolford and Baserga 

2013)]. Esa1 is critically involved in regulating the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) 

locus, and has been shown to be important for nucleolar morphology, the cell’s 

organellar hub of ribosomal biogenesis (Clarke et al. 1999; Clarke et al. 2006). 

 In yeast, approximately 150 rDNA repeats are arranged in tandem on 

chromosome XII. This is distinct from metazoans, where the rDNA repeats are 

distributed among several chromosomes. Each rDNA repeat in yeast contains 

the pol III-transcribed 5S rRNA gene and a 35S rRNA gene transcribed by pol 

I, along with several cis-regulatory elements. Esa1 is enriched at rDNA and its 

acetyltransferase activity is important for silencing the locus, promoting a 

mechanism for controlling the rDNA transcription in response to growth 

conditions (Clarke et al. 2006). Consistently, esa1 mutants have impaired 

silencing of the rDNA locus (Clarke et al. 2006; Torres-Machorro and Pillus 

2014). Aberrant rDNA silencing coincides with morphological changes in the 

nucleolus. This was most obviously seen by electron microscopy in which 
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widespread localization of the dense heterochromatin material was observed 

throughout the nucleus, vastly different from the typical concentration the 

dense material focused in the crescent-shaped yeast nucleolus (Clarke et al. 

1999). Nucleolar proteins, Nop1 and Sir2 also mislocalized upon shifting esa1 

mutants to a restrictive temperature, as visualized by immunofluorescence 

(Clarke et al. 2006). 

 Bypass suppression to define the Esa1 transcriptional ‘regulome.’ 

Whereas the majority of the studies characterizing Esa1’s transcriptional 

targets and roles in ribosome biogenesis were performed using conditional 

alleles of ESA1, in this chapter, the ESA1 bypass strain is used to characterize 

its transcriptional “regulome” in the complete absence of ESA1. Since 

transcription and ribosome biogenesis are both responsive to environmental 

stimuli, and alleles of esa1 require a shift to a higher, restrictive temperature 

for loss of Esa1-activity, which simultaneously results in an different high-

temperature transcriptional program, it becomes even more noteworthy to 

assess Esa1 transcriptional targets and their roles in ribosome biogenesis at 

lower permissive temperatures. 

 In Chapter 4, whole-genome RNA sequencing was performed to 

characterize the transcriptional targets regulated by Esa1. These targets were 

identified by differential expression analysis driven by the comparison of 

profiles of esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to sds3∆ and WT strains to detect targets 

specific to Esa1. Given Esa1’s reported, yet not fully elucidated role in 
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ribosome biogenesis, it was especially noteworthy that Esa1 was found to 

regulate genes involved in ribosome biogenesis, but not ribosomal protein 

genes exclusively. Esa1’s role in ribosome biogenesis was verified 

functionally, as a distinct change in the polysome profile upon loss of ESA1. 

Additionally, tying together findings from both Chapters 2 and 3, gene 

expression analysis was used to determine if altered gene expression 

underlies the hda1∆-mediated rescue of the bypass strain phenotypes, here 

focusing on esa1∆ sds3∆. Whereas no large-scale changes in gene 

expression were found to underlie the hda1∆ rescue, a new phenotype 

involving cell wall-related stress of esa1∆ sds3∆ rescued by hda1∆ was 

identified through gene expression analysis and was functionally validated. 

The results from this chapter point toward the importance of Esa1-regulated 

gene expression, and specifically implicate a critical role for Esa1 in ribosome 

biogenesis. 

 

Results 

 Differential expression analysis of ESA1 bypass mutant to define 

Esa1-regulated gene expression. Bypass suppression of ESA1 made 

possible the first studies whereby cells could be examined completely devoid 

of ESA1. This was of great utility, but also presented challenges, since any 

esa1∆ mutant also carries an sds3∆ mutation. In order to understand the 

transcriptional targets of Esa1, a multi-level differential expression analysis 
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was necessary to define targets unique to Esa1, parsed from sds3∆ 

transcriptional affects.  

 The direct transcriptional targets of Esa1 were defined by differential 

expression analysis of WT, sds3∆, and esa1∆ sds3∆. Esa1 targets were 

distinguished from Sds3 targets by meeting the following criteria for differential 

expression: (1) transcripts that differed between WT and esa1∆ sds3∆ and (2) 

transcripts that did not differ between WT and sds3∆. As illustrated by Venn 

diagram (Figure 4-1), these criteria correspond to two segments of the three-

way diagram, with the number of differentially expressed transcripts underlined 

in bold, totaling 587 transcripts putatively regulated by Esa1. 

 Since determining the degree to which Esa1 is a positive or a negative 

regulator of specific gene expression is an important goal, hierarchical 

clustering and heatmap analysis was performed on the 587 Esa1-regulated 

transcripts (Figure 4-2). It was found that nearly half of the transcripts are 

upregulated relative to WT upon loss of ESA1 (Tables 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8) 

whereas the other transcripts are downregulated (Tables 4-2, 4-3, 4-4). In 

many cases, sds3∆ expression is at an intermediate level between WT and 

esa1∆ sds3∆. Hierarchical clustering of the 587 transcripts results in esa1∆ 

sds3∆ clustering apart from WT and sds3∆, verifying that these transcripts are 

distinct in esa1∆ sds3∆. 
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Figure 4-1. Defining the ESA1 transcriptional ‘regulome’ through 
differential expression analysis of a bypass mutant. Differential 
expression analysis of WT (LPY79), sds3∆ (LPY20877), and esa1∆ sds3∆ 
(LPY21631) reveals the number of transcripts differentially expressed 
surpassing the threshold of log2(Fold Change) ≤ -1 or ≥ 1. The 587 
differentially expressed transcripts that encompass the Esa1 transcriptome 
are underlined in bold. These transcripts meet the criteria of being 
differentially expressed between WT and esa1∆ sds3∆, but not being 
differentially expressed between WT and sds3∆.  
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Figure 4-2. Distinct bimodal pattern of gene expression regulation by 
the Esa1 transcriptional regulome. Hierarchical clustering and heatmap 
analysis of the 587 differentially expressed transcripts, defined as the Esa1 
transcriptional regulome is illustrated. RPKM values for each of the 587 
transcripts were normalized and scaled into z-scores in WT, sds3∆, and 
esa1∆ sds3∆ mutants, in biological triplicate. The resulting z-scores were 
clustered and visualized, illustrating the distinct grouping of esa1∆ sds3∆ 
from both WT and sds3∆. Notably, transcripts in the Esa1 regulome are 
both up and downregulated, as compared to WT and sds3∆ illustrating the 
importance of Esa1 for both positive and negative transcriptional regulation. 
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 Ribosome biogenesis genes are regulated by Esa1. To better 

understand the broad identity of the Esa1-regulated transcripts, gene ontology 

(GO) analysis was   

  performed. This revealed that several genes involved in metabolism were 

downregulated upon loss of ESA1 (Figure 4-3). The enrichment of this gene 

class, although significant, could be indicative of the slowed growth rate, and 

corresponding reduced metabolic rate of the esa1∆ sds3∆ mutants. Because 

the metabolism gene class may have been differentially expression due to 

growth rate in the ESA1 mutants, analysis instead focused on a profound set 

of genes downregulated upon loss of ESA1. 

 A striking enrichment was found for genes involved in ribosome 

biogenesis, upregulated upon loss of ESA1 (Figure 4-4). With this upregulated 

gene set, there were many significantly enriched GO terms, all involving 

ribosome biogenesis or rRNA metabolism. These were visualized with a 

REViGO plot in Figure 4-5 by collapsing highly similar or hierarchical terms in 

a 2-dimensional space, where the area of each GO-term box is proportional to 

the significance of its enrichment (Supek et al. 2011). Therefore, whereas 

many different GO terms seemed to be enriched in the upregulated gene set, 

the upregulated genes are overwhelmingly involved in facets of ribosome 

biogenesis. 

 It is well documented that ribosome biogenesis genes are frequently co-

regulated as part of a gene set often referred to as the Ribi regulon that 
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Figure 4-3. Metabolic process-related genes are downregulated upon 
loss of ESA1. Up and downregulated transcripts were separated for gene 
ontology analysis. The significance of enrichment is plotted as the –log(p-
value), and functional significance is inferred and color-coded for the 
standard p<0.05 threshold. The downregulated set of genes were enriched 
in relatively generic functional classes, generally involving metabolic 
processes. 
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Figure 4-4. Ribosome biogenesis-related genes are upregulated upon 
loss of ESA1. Gene ontology analysis of transcripts in the Esa1 regulome 
that are upregulated upon loss of ESA1 is plotted according to significance. 
Significance of process enrichment is displayed as –log(p-value) and those 
GO classes meeting the standard significance threshold of p <0.05 are 
colored in dark green. Processes involving ribosome biogenesis and rRNA 
processing are most significantly enriched in this gene set. 
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Figure 4-5. Summary of gene ontology highlights ribosome 
biogenesis. To visualize the large set of gene ontology classes significantly 
overrepresented in the genes downregulated upon loss of ESA1, the 
REViGO algorithm (Supek et al. 2011) was used to visualize the major 
overrepresented gene ontology classes, by stacking hierarchical gene 
ontology terms. The area of each box is proportional to the significance by 
which the term is enriched. Individual gene ontology terms are in black, and 
the overarching more general gene ontology term that encompasses 
several terms is written in more transparent white font. The two major 
processes enriched in this gene set are ribosome biogenesis and rRNA 
metabolism. 
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responds similarly to genetic and environmental manipulations (Gasch et al. 

2000; Wade et al. 2001; Jorgensen et al. 2002; Jorgensen et al. 2004; Wade 

et al. 2006). Since the Ribi regulon is a seemingly ever-expanding set of 

genes, rather than defining a direct overlay of the Esa1-ribosome biogenesis-

related genes with the reported Ribi regulon genes, STRING analysis (Jensen 

et al. 2009) was used to evaluate the degree of co-expression de novo. As 

depicted by the network diagram for the protein-coding   ribosome biogenesis 

genes upregulated upon loss of ESA1, the majority of these genes are co-

expressed (Figure 4-6). Additionally, this analysis reveals Esa1 involvement in 

a small sub-network of co-regulated ribosomal protein genes towards the 

upper part of the network diagram (Figure 4-6, dashed circle), but in general, 

there is a high degree of interconnection among all genes queried, and no 

enrichment of any one specific ribosomal component or biogenesis process. 

 Given the slow growth and impaired fitness of the esa1∆ sds3∆ strain, it 

was initially surprising that genes involved in ribosome biogenesis were 

upregulated upon loss of ESA1. The common notion is that slow growth would 

be associated with a decrease in protein synthesis, as regulated by TOR-

pathway sensing, causing a decline in ribosome biogenesis [reviewed in 

(Lempiainen and Shore 2009)]. However, it is the tight regulation of ribosome 

biogenesis that is most critical, and dysregulation in either direction is likely to 

be detrimental to cellular growth and fitness.  
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Figure 4-6. Co-regulation of ribosome biogenesis gene expression. 
STRING analysis (Jensen et al. 2009) was performed with the query set of 
51 genes that were tagged as upregulated in the Esa1 regulome and 
specifically involved in ribosome biogenesis by gene ontology analysis. 
Several transcripts were queried but not ultimately included in STRING 
analysis, including 15 snRNAs and the 21S-rRNA transcript, since STRING 
analysis is limited to transcripts that encode proteins, only. The remaining 
36 transcripts are represented by nodes in the diagram, with the lines 
representing reported co-expression. The blue-dashed circle highlights a 
network of co-regulated ribosomal protein genes. There is a high degree of 
co-expression in the upregulated ribosome biogenesis gene-set. 
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 Accordingly, it was important to see at a molecular level, if and what 

affect this upregulation in ribosome biogenesis-related gene expression, that 

appeared to be independent of TOR signaling, was having mechanistically. 

Polysome profiling was used to assess the abundance of ribosomal 

components in esa1∆ sds3∆ when compared to sds3∆. Upon analysis of the 

polysome profiles, two phenotypes were most readily apparent (Figure 4-7). 

Primarily, esa1∆ sds3∆ mutant cells had a greater proportion of 80S 

monosomes than the sds3∆ single mutant. Additionally, in esa1∆ sds3∆ the 

polysome fraction was significantly smaller and more collapsed relative to that 

of sds3∆. The polysome collapse and concurrent increase in the 80S 

monosome is traditionally associated with a large-scale reduction in translation 

initiation, and is frequently observed upon stress-induction such as with 

glucose starvation (Ashe et al. 2000). Therefore, despite increases in 

transcription of genes associated with ribosome biogenesis, polysome profiling 

illustrates that esa1∆ sds3∆ cells have impaired translation. This implies that 

Esa1 is crucial for regulation and coordination of ribosome biogenesis. 

Whereas loss of ESA1 results in upregulation of ribosome biogenesis-related 

genes, this upregulation is consistent with dysregulation concomitant with 

impaired cellular fitness. 

 A transcriptional basis for the hda1∆-mediated rescue of esa1∆ 

sds3∆ mutant phenotypes. Given that the expression of a sub-group of 

ribosome biogenesis genes was dysregulated by loss of ESA1 (Figure 4-5), 
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Figure 4-7. Loss of ESA1 results in a distinct polysome profile. 
Following cell lysis, and polysome preparation, polysomes were loaded into 
10-50% sucrose gradients and polysome profiles were generated by 
measuring the A254. The esa1∆ sds3∆ profile was generated in biological 
duplicate, and sds3∆ was a biological singleton, however, gradients for 
each sample were assembled and run on three separate occasions 
(technical triplicate). The profiles reveal an enlarged monosome peak in the 
esa1∆ sds3∆ mutant (the apex of the peak was out of range for complete 
measurement) compared to sds3∆, and correspondingly, the polysome is 
collapsed and not as prevalent in esa1∆ sds3∆ compared to sds3∆. 
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and that esa1∆ sds3∆ mutants had aberrant polysome profiles (Figure 4-7) 

and impaired rDNA silencing (Figure 3-8B) with the latter rescued by hda1∆, 

gene expression analysis was performed on the esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ mutant 

to determine if this strain had suppressed the ribosome biogenesis gene 

expression defect. Additionally, it was possible that other esa1∆ sds3∆ gene 

expression signatures would be rescued by hda1∆. Therefore non-biased 

global RNA-sequencing was performed on the esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ mutant. 

 Gene expression analysis between WT, esa1∆ sds3∆, and esa1∆ 

sds3∆ hda1∆ revealed several additional transcripts differentially expressed in 

the hda1∆ rescue triple mutant (Figure 4-8). To identify transcripts specifically 

involved in the rescue of esa1∆ sds3∆ by hda1∆, transcripts that were 

significantly different between WT and esa1∆ sds3∆ and that were also 

different between esa1∆ sds3∆ and esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ were identified. 

These filtering criteria resulted in the identification of 138 esa1∆ sds3∆ 

transcripts that the hda1∆ mutation restored expression back to WT-levels. 

 To determine the degree to which these 138 hda1∆-rescue transcripts 

are either up or downregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ as compared to both WT and 

esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆, hierarchical clustering and heatmap analysis of scaled-

expression values was performed (Figure 4-9). Again, there was a split, with 

about 40% of the transcripts upregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆, and the remaining 

60% downregulated relative to WT and esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆. To assess 

functional relevance, this list of transcripts was overlaid with global Esa1 
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Figure 4-8. Defining the transcriptional rescue of esa1∆ sds3∆ by 
hda1∆. Differential expression analysis of WT (LPY79), esa1∆ sds3∆ 
(LPY21631), and esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ (LPY21599) reveals the number of 
transcripts differentially expressed surpassing the threshold of log2(Fold 
Change) ≤ -1 or ≥ 1. There were 138 transcripts putatively involved in the 
esa1∆ sds3∆ rescue by hda1∆ (underlined in bold). These transcripts met 
the criteria of being differentially expressed between WT and esa1∆ sds3∆ 
and also differentially expressed between esa1∆ sds3∆ and esa1∆ sds3∆ 
hda1∆. However, these transcripts do not significantly differ between WT 
and esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆., and therefore upon the hda1∆ mutation, 
expression of these transcripts is returned to WT levels, from the aberrant 
expression in esa1∆ sds3∆. 
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Figure 4-9. There are 138 transcripts defining gene expression rescue 
by esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆. Hierarchical clustering and heatmap analysis was 
applied to scaled and normalized RPKM expression data for the 138 
transcripts putatively involved in the hda1∆ rescue of esa1∆ sds3∆ across 
the biological triplicates for each mutant. There is a higher abundance of 
transcripts that are downregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ that are a part of this 
subset, but still a substantial number are upregulated as well. Here, esa1∆ 
sds3∆ clusters apart from WT and esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆, as expected, 
suggesting that these transcripts bring esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ closer to WT in 
expression values. 
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binding data from (Robert et al. 2004). No significant enrichment patterns were 

identified in this gene set when compared with Esa1 binding. The failure to 

identify enrichment of Esa1-regulated differentially expressed genes with 

Esa1-bound genes could be due to differences in strain growth, and/or the 

general correlation between transcription and Esa1 occupancy that was 

reported (Robert et al. 2004) and discussed earlier in the introduction to this 

chapter. Gene ontology analysis of the 138 differentially expressed transcripts 

revealed that there was a modest yet statistically significant enrichment of 

genes involved in cell wall biogenesis (Figure 4-10). Unlike the exclusively 

downregulated ribosome biogenesis (Figure 4-4) or upregulated metabolism 

(Figure 4-3) gene classes, these cell wall biogenesis genes were not 

exclusively positively nor negatively regulated by esa1∆ sds3∆ (Figure 4-11).  

 Cell wall related phenotypes were not explicitly surveyed in either 

esa1∆ sds3∆ (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014) or epl1∆ sds3∆ (Chapters 2 

and 3). To address any cell wall defects in esa1∆ sds3∆ and the putative 

rescue of such defects by hda1∆, as suggested by transcriptional evidence, 

esa1∆ sds3∆ was grown in the absence and presence of sorbitol at 30˚ and at 

an elevated temperature (Figure 4-12A). The presence of 1M sorbitol provides 

enhanced osmotic support, and thus, any mutant strains with cell wall defects 

would be expected to have improved growth upon relief of cell wall related 

stress. The addition of sorbitol resulted in an ~10-fold increase in growth of 

esa1∆ sds3∆ at both 30˚ and 37˚, demonstrating that loss of ESA1 results in a 
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Figure 4-11. Cell wall biogenesis genes are both up and 
downregulated in rescue. The RPKM values for the 19 genes involved in 
cell wall biogenesis were scaled and subject to clustering and heat map 
analysis. The expression of these genes showed a subset that was 
upregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆, and likewise, a subset that was 
downregulated. 
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Figure 4-12. Osmotic support facilitates improved growth of 
esa1∆ sds3∆ but is distinct from DNA damage sensitivity. (A) The 
presence of a defect in the cell wall was probed with serial dilution assays 
with the osmoprotectant 1M sorbitol, to test if addition of osmotic support 
would lead to enhanced growth at either 30˚ or 37˚. WT (LPY79), sds3∆ 
(LPY20877), hda1∆ (LPY12885), esa1∆ sds3∆ (LPY21631), and esa1∆ 
sds3∆ hda1∆ (LPY21599) were grown in YPAD and plated in 5-fold serial 
dilutions on YPAD or YPAD + 1M sorbitol. The addition of sorbitol resulted in 
enhanced growth of esa1∆ sds3∆ at both temperatures, but also improved 
esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ growth at 37˚. (B) The strains were assessed for the 
effect of osmotic support on DNA damage sensitivity, and plated on YPAD + 
MMS or HU +/- 1M sorbitol at 30˚. Here, the addition of sorbitol did not 
significantly augment growth in response to DNA damage. 
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cell wall defect that is rescued with osmotic support. There was a modest 

growth advantage conferred when esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ was grown with 

sorbitol, especially at elevated temperatures. This implies that whereas esa1∆ 

sds3∆ hda1∆ suppressed the esa1∆ sds3∆ cell wall defect, the suppression 

was partial. This conclusion is also supported by the expression of the cell-wall 

related genes that are not expressed at parallel levels between WT and esa1∆ 

sds3∆ hda1∆ (Figure 4-9). 

    Since the rescue of esa1∆ sds3∆ by hda1∆ revealed diverse 

phenotypes, it was important to understand the degree to which the cell-wall 

defect underlies many of the other observed phenotypic defects in 

esa1∆ sds3∆ such as the sensitivity to genotoxic stresses. For example, if 

esa1∆ sds3∆ were relieved of osmotic-stress, would it still be highly sensitive 

to DNA damage?  

 To test if the cell-wall defect impairs response to DNA damage, esa1∆ 

sds3∆ was subject to DNA damage in the absence and presence of 1M 

sorbitol. Even with the addition of osmotic support, esa1∆ sds3∆ was still 

unable to grow in the presence of DNA damaging agents (Figure 4-12B). This 

suggests that whereas global gene expression analysis identified cell wall 

biogenesis as the major process transcriptionally rescued by hda1∆ under 

normal growth conditions, the validated esa1∆ sds3∆ cell wall defect is not the 

root cause of the large-scale rescue by hda1∆, but instead represents an 

additional suppressed phenotype. 
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Discussion 

 In this chapter, global gene expression analysis was used to address 

the question of how Esa1 is regulating transcription genome-wide, and 

simultaneously to what extent the hda1∆-mediated rescue of esa1∆ sds3∆ 

occurs at the level of transcription. Previous studies had assessed the 

transcriptional consequences of the loss of Esa1 enzymatic activity with 

hypomorphic alleles of ESA1, rather than complete null mutants. Here, gene 

expression profiling revealed that Esa1 is critical for the proper expression of 

ribosome biogenesis networks. Correspondingly, the loss of ESA1 results in 

several ribosome biogenesis-related phenotypes, some that were previously 

characterized, and others that were examined here for the first time. 

Interestingly, no widespread gene expression signature appears to underlie 

the hda1∆ rescue of esa1∆ sds3∆, however, transcriptional analysis promoted 

the identification of new a cell wall related phenotype in esa1∆ sds3∆ that is 

rescued upon loss of HDA1. 

 Transcriptome analysis of ESA1 bypass. The identification of the 

bypass suppression of ESA1 facilitated many additional studies to 

characterize the implications of complete loss of ESA1. Here, the question of 

transcriptional targets was addressed, however, with this rich dataset, many 

additional questions can be raised. For example, the same expression data 
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can be used to ask if expression levels of any transcripts are specifically 

important for the bypass of ESA1. 

 Additionally, it will be important to understand how esa1∆ sds3∆ is 

divergent from the established hypomorphic alleles of ESA1 used in many 

fundamental studies. These seminal studies of esa1 set the basis for our 

understanding of Esa1 function, and it is important to acknowledge the 

limitations of and differences between hypomorphic alleles and bypass 

suppression. A simple differential expression analysis of the esa1∆ sds3∆ data 

presented here as compared to esa1 expression data, such as has already 

been generated in Resgen strains for the esa1-414 allele (van Bakel et al. 

2013), would readily address this question. 

 Understanding the significance of Esa1 in ribosome biogenesis. 

The most prominent result from this chapter is the involvement of Esa1 in 

ribosome biogenesis. It was striking that loss of ESA1 resulted in an 

upregulation of several genes involved in ribosome biogenesis, despite the 

slow growth of the mutant strain, and also that no particular ribosomal 

component was selectively affected. Whereas previous studies had implicated 

Esa1 as important for expression of ribosomal protein genes (Reid et al. 

2000), the results here support the more recent evidence suggesting that 

ribosomal protein genes become SAGA-dependent upon loss of NuA4 (Uprety 

et al. 2015). Additional validation studies using qPCR will be important to 

validate the expression of candidates selected from among these targets. 
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However, since many ribosome biogenesis genes were differentially 

expressed, and it is unlikely that high-throughput sequencing falsely identified 

an entire set of genes, validation is not likely to vastly alter the interpretation of 

results. 

 Furthermore, the TOR pathway, a primary ribosome biogenesis 

regulatory pathway, responsive to environmental and nutritional conditions, 

was not affected by esa1∆ sds3∆ [reviewed in (Loewith and Hall 2011)]. This 

suggests that Esa1 regulates ribosome biogenesis independently of TOR-

signaling. However, the question remains of how TOR-signaling and the ESA1 

bypass mutant intersect. Mutant alleles of esa1 and epl1 are highly sensitive 

to rapamycin (Boudreault et al. 2003). However, the rapamycin-response and 

sensitivity of the bypass mutants remains to be tested, and such direct 

analysis would begin to address this question. 

 To assess the function of the altered ribosome biogenesis gene 

expression, polysome profiling was performed. Polysome profiling revealed 

that the 80S monosome fraction of esa1∆ sds3∆ was enriched as compared to 

sds3∆ (Figure 4-7). Whereas it is presumed that this implies a defect in 

translation (Ashe et al. 2000; Heyer and Moore 2016), it is also possible that 

there are simply more assembled, but nonfunctional, ribosomes in esa1∆ 

sds3∆. Given that the ribosome genes were upregulated, it would be 

interesting if this simply rendered more ribosomes, but not more translation. A 

classic salt dissociation experiment of ribosomes would help reveal if 
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translation is stalled or if there are simply more ribosomes in esa1∆ sds3∆. 

Ribosomes that are assembled, but not actively participating in translation will 

be disassociated into the 40S and 60S subunits by 0.8M KCl (Martin and 

Hartwell 1970), and will address this unresolved question. 

 Another possible explanation for the enrichment of the 80S monosome 

peak in esa1∆ sds3∆ is enrichment of specific mRNAs that co-sediment with 

the monosomes. Upon bypass of ESA1, many short open reading frames 

(sORFs) are differentially expressed between WT and esa1∆ sds3∆ (Tables 4-

2 – Table 4-8). There are ongoing efforts to understand both the function and 

significance of sORFs, as some are non-coding, and others code for short 

regulatory peptides [reviewed in (Basrai et al. 1997; Andrews and Rothnagel 

2014)]. The significance for the enrichment of these short transcripts in the 

ESA1 bypass transcriptome remains to be determined, but it was previously 

found that mRNAs with sORFs co-sediment with the 80S monocomes (Arava 

et al. 2003). If the mRNA transcribed by these short ORFs is driving the large 

80S peak, the monosome should remain intact upon KCl treatment, and can 

begin to be assessed by the salt dissociation experiments as well. Further 

assessing the molecular significance of the increased monosome peak will be 

critical for understanding specifically how Esa1 regulates ribosome biogenesis. 

 The role of Hda1 in balancing regulation of ribosome biogenesis. 

In Chapter 3, it was illustrated that hda1∆ suppresses the esa1∆ sds3∆ defect 

in rDNA silencing. However, in this chapter, hda1∆ did not rescue the aberrant 
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ribosomal biogenesis gene expression signature of esa1∆ sds3∆ and instead 

was found only to rescue an unrelated cell-wall phenotype. It is possible that 

Hda1 is involved in regulation limited to rDNA, and not other ribosome-related 

gene expression. It is also possible that hda1∆ is deeply involved in balancing 

the ribosome biogenesis dysregulation in esa1∆ sds3∆, despite the gene 

expression results.  

 To begin to address the role of Hda1 in opposing NuA4 regulation of 

ribosome biogenesis, polysome profiling should be performed in esa1∆ sds3∆ 

hda1∆ cells to determine the relative monosome-polysome abundances. This 

analysis would also provide insight into the significance and relevance of the 

esa1∆ sds3∆ gene expression signature that appear to potentially be at odds 

with the otherwise robust Hda1-mediated rescue. Nevertheless, whereas the 

specific involvement of Hda1 in opposing NuA4 in ribosome biogenesis 

regulation remains unclear, it is apparent that Esa1 and NuA4 are critical for 

regulation of ribosome biogenesis, both at the rDNA and at the level of 

ribosomal gene expression.   

 The results in this chapter present the striking finding that Esa1 

regulates ribosome biogenesis gene expression. This regulation appears to be 

independent of the canonical TOR-signaling and regulation, and has a 

functional effect on ribosome composition in the cell. However, the mechanism 

for how Esa1 regulates ribosome biogenesis remains to be fully elucidated. 

Esa1-directed acetylation has only been reported for one of the ribosome 
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biogenesis differentially expressed genes (PRP43, encoding an RNA helicase 

required for biogenesis of both small and large subunit rRNAs) (Lin et al. 2009; 

Mitchell et al. 2013a; Downey et al. 2015). Interestingly, despite the slow-

growth of esa1∆ bypass mutants, Esa1-mediated regulation is important for 

controlling levels of ribosome biogenesis; without ESA1 several ribosome 

biogenesis genes are upregulated. Upregulation of ribosome biogenesis gene 

expression is frequently associated with oncogenesis (Ruggero 2012; van 

Sluis and McStay 2014), and thus underscores the importance of tight 

regulation. Whereas esa1 hypomorphic alleles have led to conflicting reports 

of Esa1’s role in ribosome biogenesis and regulation, the ESA1 bypass mutant 

provides a new and interesting way to test and better understand how Esa1 

regulates ribosome biology. 
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Table 4-1. Strains used in Chapter 4. All strains were constructed for this 
thesis unless otherwise noted. 
 
Strain Genotype 
LPY79 MATα W303 (ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11 leu2,3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1) * 
LPY20877 MATα W303 sds3∆::natMX 
LPY21631 MATα W303 esa1∆::HIS3 sds3∆::natMX 
LPY21599 MATα W303 esa1∆::HIS3 sds3∆::natMX hda1∆::TRP1 
LPY12885 MATα W303 hda1∆::TRP1 
 
* (Thomas and Rothstein 1989) 
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Table 4-2. Top 100 transcripts downregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to 
WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 
YOR244W 4.812 5.43E-34 

YIR039C 3.309 1.43E-38 

YDL227C 2.920 2.05E-22 

YGL229C 2.818 2.22E-23 

YHL028W 2.775 3.57E-17 

YGL259W 2.736 7.09E-07 

YGL258W-A 2.685 4.76E-06 

YBR053C 2.516 2.15E-43 

YGR052W 2.510 5.05E-26 

YIL119C 2.400 1.72E-29 

YNL200C 2.400 2.25E-31 

YCL049C 2.393 1.86E-32 

YBR132C 2.333 4.37E-42 

YAR023C 2.313 8.67E-14 

YIL010W 2.271 1.46E-23 

YIL009C-A 2.170 1.03E-11 

YKL053C-A 2.157 2.20E-20 

YOR128C 2.149 1.21E-17 

YER170W 2.005 1.59E-09 

YLR268W 1.958 7.60E-26 

YMR120C 1.933 4.39E-05 

YOR336W 1.925 3.85E-36 

YER134C 1.819 5.57E-19 

YOL164W 1.814 2.41E-15 

YJR151C 1.799 4.94E-11 

YAR027W 1.798 9.95E-26 

YGR205W 1.797 5.47E-14 

YDL243C 1.791 1.05E-08 

YCL047C 1.780 2.64E-16 

YHR050W-A 1.770 7.45E-05 

YIL113W 1.764 3.42E-08 

YKR076W 1.759 1.95E-16 

YEL004W 1.747 3.70E-11 

YFR007W 1.719 9.32E-11 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YDR063W 1.712 5.75E-16 

YAR015W 1.673 5.12E-04 

YPL191C 1.668 2.08E-10 

YER061C 1.662 4.03E-13 

YKR003W 1.649 4.90E-19 

YLL016W 1.641 4.90E-13 

YHR016C 1.612 2.61E-14 

YPR006C 1.611 6.45E-12 

YIL028W 1.609 1.21E-03 

YNL237W 1.600 6.33E-10 

YOL014W 1.589 4.91E-04 

YOR019W 1.580 1.92E-07 

YGR062C 1.568 1.95E-16 

YGR049W 1.557 2.50E-08 

YJR154W 1.554 6.07E-06 

YJR142W 1.553 2.11E-17 

YOR376W-A 1.551 4.74E-07 

YHR199C-A 1.550 2.47E-05 

YDR125C 1.545 4.44E-07 

YBR144C 1.541 1.29E-02 

YGR029W 1.532 9.95E-12 

YPR155C 1.532 3.13E-17 

YFL055W 1.517 2.03E-07 

YJL222W 1.517 9.07E-03 

YAL060W 1.512 1.10E-13 

YDR428C 1.510 1.86E-12 

YER063W 1.499 5.22E-16 

YMR178W 1.473 3.70E-15 

YLL017W 1.470 1.40E-02 

YER141W 1.468 2.52E-20 

YBL005W 1.456 2.92E-12 

YGL208W 1.455 4.29E-11 

YBR147W 1.450 3.29E-11 

YPR013C 1.448 3.30E-06 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YDR530C 1.442 1.20E-11 

YIR034C 1.441 3.69E-16 

YGR010W 1.437 7.46E-10 

YJR155W 1.436 4.32E-07 

YKR098C 1.432 1.50E-10 

YIL089W 1.431 1.17E-04 

YOL083W 1.430 1.37E-10 

YIL034C 1.428 1.04E-18 

YMR316C-B 1.403 9.95E-04 

YDR516C 1.400 8.60E-10 

YPR011C 1.395 1.17E-09 

YCR023C 1.395 5.14E-17 

YJL003W 1.394 4.99E-08 

YHR198C 1.389 5.68E-12 

YLR304C 1.388 2.60E-18 

YNR035C 1.387 8.98E-19 

YDR532C 1.384 6.18E-05 

YFL047W 1.382 1.62E-10 

YGL101W 1.379 1.65E-10 

YJR130C 1.377 2.33E-13 

YLR253W 1.373 6.62E-18 

YIL067C 1.372 3.53E-14 

YOR356W 1.369 5.01E-14 

YKR070W 1.365 5.69E-14 

YOL116W 1.359 3.05E-07 

YAL026C-A 1.356 3.22E-05 

YPL034W 1.355 9.53E-05 

YBL002W 1.354 1.84E-13 

YKR033C 1.348 2.83E-02 

YBR027C 1.342 8.14E-03 

YIR038C 1.339 5.42E-18 

YCR107W 1.338 8.33E-07 
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Table 4-3. Transcripts 101-200 downregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to 
WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 
YLR151C 1.338 2.24E-04 

YJL078C 1.338 8.20E-12 

YKL208W 1.335 1.35E-05 

YDL172C 1.333 1.72E-02 

YNL334C 1.329 1.73E-02 

YDR009W 1.321 1.14E-03 

YEL005C 1.305 2.59E-06 

YGR064W 1.301 2.22E-02 

YCR005C 1.296 2.30E-19 

YLR193C 1.293 1.00E-07 

YJR116W 1.291 1.31E-06 

YPL196W 1.287 1.36E-08 

YDR287W 1.284 1.75E-08 

YFL019C 1.280 3.67E-02 

YKL222C 1.280 1.31E-06 

YPR002W 1.278 3.68E-10 

YGL001C 1.275 3.17E-18 

YDR284C 1.274 2.95E-17 

YCL050C 1.272 2.42E-18 

YJL196C 1.262 6.28E-13 

YAL008W 1.260 3.20E-08 

YPL104W 1.256 7.14E-09 

YJL185C 1.250 8.16E-06 

YGL199C 1.240 4.00E-02 

YBR028C 1.239 9.12E-09 

YPL077C 1.239 1.84E-03 

YBL037W 1.238 4.17E-14 

YGR212W 1.238 1.45E-04 

YJL157C 1.236 1.66E-08 

YJR080C 1.234 2.82E-12 

YDR272W 1.233 8.45E-08 

YMR210W 1.228 1.43E-08 

YOL096C 1.227 1.07E-08 

YER189W 1.226 4.83E-02 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YNL181W 1.225 9.90E-11 

YCR004C 1.223 3.05E-16 

YIL164C 1.221 8.39E-08 

YFR008W 1.218 1.67E-04 

YPR061C 1.218 1.09E-03 

YPR116W 1.218 5.91E-06 

YPL206C 1.214 4.96E-14 

YMR151W 1.214 3.67E-02 

YOL048C 1.213 1.82E-10 

YGR041W 1.212 1.45E-09 

YGL052W 1.211 3.06E-03 

YDL144C 1.207 1.98E-13 

YBR037C 1.206 1.20E-08 

YBR280C 1.203 3.92E-09 

YBL091C-A 1.202 4.30E-05 

YOL042W 1.200 2.77E-10 

YML030W 1.199 8.79E-06 

YFR025C 1.193 1.01E-11 

YPL109C 1.189 9.73E-11 

YPR004C 1.188 5.55E-15 

YMR284W 1.186 6.68E-08 

YCR032W 1.186 1.39E-12 

YJR087W 1.182 2.16E-02 

YIL165C 1.173 3.20E-06 

YDR307W 1.172 2.74E-11 

YLR285C-A 1.167 4.35E-13 

YMR233W 1.165 2.13E-04 

YMR253C 1.160 4.88E-08 

YLL028W 1.156 1.33E-09 

YOR390W 1.156 5.83E-04 

YBR120C 1.155 4.40E-08 

YGR232W 1.152 2.35E-12 

ICR1 1.150 1.30E-08 

YKL098W 1.149 2.86E-07 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YHR180W 1.148 7.49E-03 

YOL153C 1.148 3.82E-08 

YIL097W 1.145 2.68E-06 

YLL024C 1.144 1.29E-09 

YDL237W 1.142 3.32E-15 

YIL083C 1.142 5.27E-11 

YKL209C 1.141 1.22E-05 

YER076C 1.141 1.51E-04 

YLR359W 1.139 2.18E-06 

YLR454W 1.138 1.63E-11 

YPR017C 1.137 1.00E-04 

YMR009W 1.134 3.79E-07 

TLC1 1.134 4.89E-13 

YJR024C 1.132 1.13E-10 

YPR191W 1.130 1.04E-12 

YIL098C 1.129 6.25E-07 

YPR157W 1.129 5.71E-04 

YAR028W 1.128 2.09E-05 

YPL006W 1.127 5.60E-17 

YIL029C 1.127 4.87E-03 

YBR115C 1.125 1.46E-08 

YLR201C 1.125 2.80E-10 

YGL257C 1.124 8.88E-14 

YDR032C 1.123 2.00E-14 

YIL114C 1.121 6.49E-07 

YER186C 1.119 1.05E-09 

YLL009C 1.119 3.21E-05 

YKR101W 1.118 1.57E-04 

YPL001W 1.116 5.95E-06 

YJL139C 1.115 1.34E-08 

YNR067C 1.113 7.10E-12 

YJR127C 1.113 1.53E-09 
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Table 4-4. Transcripts 201-277 downregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to 
WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 
YMR283C 1.111 5.50E-08 

YJL211C 1.106 1.77E-02 

YPR099C 1.105 9.45E-03 

YKR017C 1.103 2.29E-07 

YER033C 1.102 9.20E-07 

YFR020W 1.101 5.32E-06 

YGR247W 1.100 1.17E-08 

YGL041W-A 1.096 8.68E-06 

YPL166W 1.094 2.35E-04 

YGR031W 1.094 1.67E-06 

YMR054W 1.093 2.76E-12 

YGR011W 1.093 1.99E-02 

YDR511W 1.092 1.92E-08 

YOR280C 1.089 2.53E-07 

YDR336W 1.089 3.28E-06 

YJL044C 1.087 4.14E-09 

YLL054C 1.085 1.15E-07 

YBR096W 1.080 2.02E-10 

YBL078C 1.080 4.28E-07 

YJR138W 1.078 1.94E-09 

YMR038C 1.075 1.57E-07 

YGL254W 1.074 7.53E-04 

YJR122W 1.074 9.51E-08 

YMR274C 1.073 7.40E-08 

YKL084W 1.071 1.04E-06 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YHR210C 1.063 2.31E-03 

YDR436W 1.060 2.13E-07 

YER097W 1.057 1.02E-03 

YDL178W 1.055 2.80E-12 

YPL257W 1.055 2.29E-04 

YIL157C 1.054 6.64E-10 

YNL220W 1.054 3.08E-08 

YNL146W 1.053 1.05E-02 

YFL017C 1.052 1.74E-04 

YCR102C 1.052 4.78E-04 

YNL183C 1.049 1.82E-13 

YGR255C 1.046 3.00E-10 

YHR029C 1.045 9.96E-08 

YPL083C 1.044 2.53E-08 

YEL040W 1.043 3.55E-07 

YDR531W 1.041 3.14E-08 

YFL044C 1.039 2.52E-08 

YDL025C 1.037 4.18E-07 

YFR014C 1.036 6.27E-07 

YKR066C 1.035 1.09E-11 

YHR051W 1.035 5.87E-12 

YGL027C 1.034 2.18E-12 

YJR040W 1.033 1.28E-11 

YKR004C 1.031 7.93E-08 

YJR069C 1.030 2.59E-06 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YJR102C 1.028 1.40E-06 

YML110C 1.028 1.23E-15 

YIR022W 1.028 4.97E-09 

YDL206W 1.027 3.42E-08 

YGR001C 1.027 5.90E-09 

YPR153W 1.025 1.22E-03 

YDR435C 1.019 3.39E-08 

YJL100W 1.018 5.88E-06 

YPL224C 1.018 2.61E-08 

YGL258W 1.016 3.24E-02 

YBR177C 1.014 1.87E-08 

YPL031C 1.013 5.25E-08 

YDR430C 1.013 2.39E-10 

YJR118C 1.012 1.15E-07 

YIL001W 1.011 2.22E-06 

YER070W 1.007 8.63E-06 

YIL102C-A 1.006 2.07E-04 

YIL087C 1.006 2.67E-05 

YBR055C 1.005 1.98E-06 

YBR026C 1.003 2.35E-09 

YBR062C 1.003 1.58E-04 

YNR050C 1.003 4.78E-08 

YEL071W 1.002 5.12E-07 

YHR091C 1.002 1.53E-06 

YNR036C 1.001 8.82E-10 
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Table 4-5. Top 100 transcripts upregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 

YPL223C -3.590 2.43E-76 

YBR072W -3.353 1.69E-54 

YAL016C-A -3.243 8.05E-18 

YBL065W -3.191 4.91E-15 

YHR139C -3.190 5.52E-47 

YHR096C -2.998 1.59E-35 

YFR026C -2.976 3.13E-41 

YIL121W -2.906 8.58E-75 

YPL025C -2.793 6.46E-10 

YMR141C -2.712 1.90E-07 

YBL075C -2.656 7.94E-48 

YMR175W -2.634 5.15E-28 

YMR175W-A -2.582 4.10E-09 

YLR307C-A -2.580 5.10E-08 

YJL152W -2.532 1.62E-09 

YLR213C -2.413 1.65E-09 

tI(UAU)L -2.399 1.62E-07 

YLR214W -2.378 1.22E-31 

YML007C-A -2.338 2.55E-10 

YOL047C -2.303 1.05E-13 

tS(GCU)Q1 -2.284 2.97E-07 

YDR156W -2.245 1.19E-32 

YGR256W -2.243 8.78E-34 

YLR428C -2.230 1.52E-05 

YBR117C -2.230 3.22E-18 

YER106W -2.229 1.30E-05 

YOR306C -2.213 1.77E-38 

YOL086C -2.185 2.62E-73 

YNL318C -2.184 8.15E-05 

YGL138C -2.171 2.19E-04 

YOL037C -2.161 1.79E-07 

YER145C-A -2.131 1.27E-04 

YOR190W -2.120 1.52E-07 

tI(UAU)D -2.101 3.51E-06 

Gene log2FC p-adj 

YPL171C -2.097 1.01E-29 

YGR146C -2.022 2.05E-41 

YBR116C -1.980 4.92E-09 

YFR032C -1.957 1.26E-03 

YDR218C -1.949 1.79E-04 

YCL064C -1.945 1.30E-08 

YNR042W -1.942 5.16E-04 

YFL053W -1.939 2.15E-09 

YGR146C-A -1.937 1.95E-04 

YLR438W -1.931 5.18E-13 

YMR040W -1.925 4.69E-26 

snR71 -1.898 8.95E-07 

YLR194C -1.874 2.66E-34 

YDR380W -1.871 6.02E-28 

YPL024W -1.861 1.46E-24 

Q0032 -1.850 1.65E-03 

YDR256C -1.845 2.24E-11 

YDR157W -1.837 7.68E-05 

Q0075 -1.828 1.54E-22 

Q0143 -1.789 3.61E-03 

YDL223C -1.788 1.12E-13 

YER179W -1.783 4.07E-06 

snR56 -1.781 1.91E-24 

YDR048C -1.771 7.38E-04 

YOL052C-A -1.741 9.16E-06 

YGR161C -1.720 4.98E-20 

YJR094C -1.717 4.57E-04 

YLR134W -1.652 1.27E-14 

Q0142 -1.652 7.22E-03 

YAL031W-A -1.637 6.64E-03 

YDL070W -1.606 1.38E-28 

YCL037C -1.605 8.95E-11 

YCR007C -1.599 1.89E-11 

YCR045C -1.592 7.64E-05 

Gene log2FC p-adj 

YKR025W -1.585 6.97E-08 

YPR085C -1.584 6.09E-15 

YCL042W -1.577 6.50E-04 

YLR154C -1.575 1.56E-08 

tS(GCU)L -1.566 1.17E-02 

YBR242W -1.563 1.47E-16 

YGR087C -1.548 3.37E-07 

YOR242C -1.544 3.36E-03 

snR51 -1.537 1.21E-14 

YKL151C -1.534 1.37E-17 

YLR308W -1.533 1.42E-02 

YPL245W -1.530 1.73E-13 

YNL244C -1.512 5.01E-13 

YDR249C -1.510 1.95E-18 

YMR014W -1.509 1.07E-09 

YJL034W -1.508 1.22E-30 

tN(GUU)Q -1.505 1.61E-02 

snR72 -1.501 3.22E-03 

YOR355W -1.500 1.27E-15 

snR82 -1.499 8.66E-29 

tH(GUG)Q -1.489 8.97E-03 

YOR202W -1.488 1.78E-11 

YCL058W-A -1.487 1.59E-02 

YER153C -1.480 4.19E-10 

YOL132W -1.470 6.11E-04 

Q0050 -1.462 1.15E-14 

YDR042C -1.461 4.46E-07 

snR18 -1.461 3.18E-17 

YDR527W -1.461 8.37E-13 

SRG1 -1.459 2.86E-13 

YOR235W -1.451 2.74E-10 

YOR365C -1.448 1.46E-03 
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Table 4-6. Transcripts 101-200 upregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to 
WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 
Q0055 -1.448 3.74E-21 

YPL192C -1.444 4.37E-03 

YCL007C -1.437 1.56E-02 

YNL054W-B -1.431 2.29E-07 

YPR049C -1.431 3.95E-17 

snR52 -1.428 8.69E-09 

YJL107C -1.427 5.13E-07 

YOL110W -1.422 3.48E-12 

snR36 -1.419 1.04E-17 

YBL096C -1.418 2.38E-02 

YGL170C -1.415 1.58E-02 

YFR032C-B -1.413 1.76E-02 

YDL133C-A -1.413 6.54E-23 

YMR121C -1.409 9.30E-16 

tD(GUC)N -1.408 1.67E-02 

YDL007C-A -1.404 2.35E-02 

YLR121C -1.403 5.95E-22 

YHR054C -1.403 6.88E-03 

YJR094W-A -1.397 2.56E-13 

YPL141C -1.393 8.26E-15 

YPL033C -1.385 1.61E-02 

YER152W-A -1.385 2.80E-02 

YJL170C -1.382 2.66E-02 

Q0275 -1.381 7.23E-18 

YDL020C -1.376 1.79E-18 

YEL060C -1.374 2.57E-16 

YOR207C -1.374 4.29E-21 

YNL283C -1.370 8.48E-22 

YLR136C -1.369 7.46E-10 

YHR143W-A -1.368 1.69E-09 

YOR082C -1.354 2.90E-02 

YLR322W -1.343 3.00E-02 

snR79 -1.336 3.47E-04 

Q0140 -1.332 7.97E-11 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YFL040W -1.330 2.37E-02 

YOL011W -1.329 1.33E-17 

YBR155W -1.329 4.46E-06 

YER002W -1.326 1.25E-05 

YDR173C -1.323 4.11E-08 

YLR146W-A -1.322 1.61E-05 

YGL166W -1.322 1.04E-12 

YMR069W -1.320 5.01E-03 

YNL132W -1.319 6.06E-09 

YLR415C -1.317 4.89E-03 

YFR042W -1.316 1.49E-16 

YGL121C -1.316 1.09E-12 

tG(GCC)P1 -1.316 4.86E-03 

YBR162W-A -1.311 6.64E-10 

YGL033W -1.310 2.21E-02 

YKR041W -1.303 1.08E-02 

YKL082C -1.301 9.53E-03 

YLR057W -1.299 5.12E-14 

YDR453C -1.293 3.21E-08 

YGL063C-A -1.290 4.20E-02 

YFR032C-A -1.283 1.34E-17 

YLR333C -1.282 4.04E-11 

YHR072W-A -1.279 4.67E-10 

snR78 -1.277 1.62E-05 

YJR063W -1.273 3.57E-06 

YGR003W -1.271 1.92E-11 

YLR012C -1.270 4.52E-02 

YLR107W -1.267 1.71E-14 

YNL125C -1.267 1.83E-18 

snR17a -1.263 2.77E-17 

YKR061W -1.261 7.35E-13 

YHR149C -1.261 3.68E-10 

YML099W-A -1.260 3.53E-02 

YMR036C -1.259 1.53E-14 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YGL177W -1.258 9.11E-10 

YKR093W -1.258 1.39E-18 

YLR210W -1.256 4.16E-07 

YMR018W -1.253 1.33E-02 

YBR085C-A -1.252 3.90E-11 

YLR400W -1.250 4.74E-02 

YCL048W -1.244 9.07E-03 

YNL116W -1.236 6.11E-13 

YOL085W-A -1.235 9.98E-03 

tH(GUG)M -1.230 3.15E-02 

YIL063C -1.226 9.35E-13 

YJL150W -1.224 3.16E-02 

tG(CCC)D -1.223 3.70E-02 

YJR005C-A -1.223 3.70E-02 

YGR203W -1.220 1.86E-09 

YLR346C -1.219 2.37E-03 

YKL089W -1.218 7.73E-06 

YLR325C -1.214 1.29E-10 

YMR056C -1.212 8.95E-09 

YHL001W -1.211 1.71E-11 

YMR306C-A -1.211 3.74E-02 

YGR140W -1.205 2.67E-11 

YGR189C -1.200 2.73E-15 

YGR213C -1.199 3.05E-08 

YLR374C -1.196 2.19E-02 

YDR501W -1.191 2.32E-04 

YDR299W -1.191 1.16E-05 

YGL215W -1.182 1.93E-17 

YNL221C -1.181 2.51E-09 

YLR377C -1.181 1.64E-04 

YER082C -1.178 2.74E-07 

YJR055W -1.175 2.33E-03 
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Table 4-7. Transcripts 201-300 upregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to 
WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 
YPR123C -1.172 1.57E-03 

YGL235W -1.170 3.20E-02 

YBR180W -1.168 1.76E-02 

21S_rRNA -1.168 6.20E-06 

YOL013W-A -1.167 1.60E-02 

YPL110C -1.159 1.17E-15 

YMR259C -1.158 1.19E-09 

YDR186C -1.156 6.10E-14 

YLR081W -1.153 4.93E-02 

YPR188C -1.146 3.26E-08 

YBR295W -1.145 1.77E-14 

YCR021C -1.144 2.80E-02 

YBR021W -1.142 1.29E-08 

YNL149C -1.139 5.27E-08 

YAL034C -1.132 1.01E-07 

YOR078W -1.131 1.21E-05 

YBR073W -1.130 3.36E-13 

snR57 -1.127 2.87E-09 

YGL056C -1.122 2.16E-10 

YIL071W-A -1.122 1.20E-02 

YGL180W -1.119 1.23E-08 

YEL026W -1.117 1.32E-08 

YBL094C -1.114 4.02E-02 

snR55 -1.111 4.07E-06 

YNL002C -1.110 1.90E-06 

YDR060W -1.109 4.87E-07 

YBR056W-A -1.106 3.80E-10 

YDL191W -1.104 2.19E-13 

YOL055C -1.103 1.51E-11 

YPL239W -1.101 9.82E-07 

YOR292C -1.099 1.17E-10 

YKR042W -1.096 8.32E-10 

YHR138C -1.090 2.29E-10 

YNR053C -1.090 1.98E-06 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YLR312C -1.086 3.24E-05 

YNL015W -1.086 2.31E-09 

YNL232W -1.084 8.48E-08 

YIL127C -1.083 5.79E-04 

YMR301C -1.082 4.98E-10 

YBR156C -1.079 1.25E-05 

YGL120C -1.076 2.28E-08 

YEL036C -1.074 5.89E-09 

YNL186W -1.071 7.51E-10 

YLR336C -1.066 2.50E-08 

YML130C -1.066 1.35E-10 

YLR237W -1.064 4.66E-10 

YNL055C -1.061 5.35E-14 

YJR075W -1.060 4.34E-11 

YER046W -1.059 8.19E-07 

tW(CCA)G1 -1.059 4.25E-02 

YJR046W -1.058 5.72E-08 

Q0110 -1.058 1.25E-06 

YKL163W -1.057 2.31E-09 

YGR180C -1.057 1.21E-11 

YPL048W -1.056 5.10E-13 

YJR067C -1.055 2.85E-03 

YLR120C -1.053 3.01E-15 

YLR449W -1.050 3.74E-09 

YDR055W -1.050 1.67E-08 

YIL047C -1.048 4.81E-10 

YJR056C -1.047 5.20E-05 

YKL156W -1.045 2.97E-08 

YDL136W -1.044 9.88E-10 

YOR182C -1.042 1.43E-07 

YPR190C -1.042 5.49E-07 

YPL256C -1.040 1.19E-09 

YPR030W -1.040 1.18E-05 

YJR077C -1.039 9.03E-16 

Gene log2FC p-adj 
YNL134C -1.039 2.60E-16 

YDR500C -1.039 1.40E-08 

YPL162C -1.031 1.32E-10 

YML109W -1.031 4.21E-06 

YJL098W -1.029 1.92E-08 

YLR410W -1.028 1.67E-14 

YKL074C -1.028 2.17E-08 

YCR018C -1.028 2.63E-03 

YDL014W -1.025 1.77E-11 

YOR108W -1.025 2.39E-07 

YMR039C -1.018 1.28E-08 

YNL308C -1.017 2.86E-04 

YJL045W -1.016 5.73E-03 

snR42 -1.016 5.67E-13 

snR33 -1.016 4.28E-12 

YHR191C -1.015 9.54E-03 

YER060W-A -1.013 2.07E-02 

YJL191W -1.012 6.56E-06 

YBR126W-B -1.008 1.08E-03 

YML031W -1.007 2.56E-08 

YOR341W -1.006 9.83E-07 

YBL010C -1.006 1.74E-03 

YLR343W -1.004 3.33E-05 

YOR048C -1.003 2.86E-08 

YOR346W -1.002 4.53E-08 

YFL052W 1.004 6.99E-04 

YAL061W 1.034 2.25E-04 

YIL059C 1.071 4.77E-05 

YHL042W 1.073 1.41E-02 

YER044C 1.142 2.25E-14 

YKR097W 1.166 1.91E-05 

YGR066C 1.192 3.37E-03 
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Table 4-8. Transcripts 301-312 upregulated in esa1∆ sds3∆ relative to 
WT. 
 
Gene log2FC p-adj 
YFL054C 1.210 1.20E-08 
YGR287C 1.247 1.74E-06 
YGR288W 1.276 2.52E-08 
YJL217W 1.306 1.21E-14 
YEL039C 1.313 2.62E-04 
YFR015C 1.386 2.89E-08 
YDR535C 1.443 3.92E-03 
YGR292W 1.668 6.27E-04 
YAL062W 1.675 4.54E-06 
YPR151C 1.696 2.39E-07 
YIL162W 2.185 5.31E-27 
YER066W 2.735 9.28E-16 
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 This results presented in this thesis rely on the powerful tools of bypass 

suppression and yeast genetics to study critical chromatin modifying 

components. Through a combination of genetic, genomic, and biochemical 

analyses, key features of essential chromatin-related protein subunits were 

elucidated, and important interactions between different chromatin regulatory 

subunits were highlighted. Whereas several of the major proteins studied in 

this thesis have been central to other seminal studies, bypass suppression 

facilitated a new type of analysis and promoted the discovery of new findings, 

whereby functions of the essential components could be inferred when studied 

via their complete cellular depletion. 

 Epl1 is a critical Esa1-cofactor. The initial results of this thesis, as 

presented in Chapter 2 built upon earlier studies identifying the bypass 

suppression of ESA1 by loss of the Rpd3L deacetylase complex (Torres-

Machorro and Pillus 2014). One additional bypass suppressor was identified 

within NuA4, and fostered a comprehensive mutagenesis-based structure-

function study of this essential subunit, Epl1. Deletion of domains within Epl1 

coupled with biochemical analysis led to the development of a model in which 

Epl1 is critical for the catalytic activity of Esa1.  

 Similar studies for EPC in other organisms might prove fruitful as well. 

For example, although the EPcA domain is highly conserved, and thought to 

generally encompass a protein-binding domain in a selection of chromatin 

proteins (Perry 2006), the C-terminus is much more variable. Some 
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metazoans, for example, have additional domains termed EPc-B and EPc-C 

within the C-terminus of their Epl1-orthologs, however these are not as 

ubiquitous as EPcA (Figure 1-3). Although some studies have assigned 

domains required for interactions reported here (Table 1-1), a CRISPR-Cas9-

based approach would facilitate a more comprehensive functional assignment 

for specific residues, and may correspondingly be used to test the significance 

of cancer-associated mutations. Along these lines, a recent study reported 

generation of a viable Epc1-/- mouse (Dong et al. 2017), whereas previous 

studies demonstrated that homozygous deletion of Epc1 resulted in embryonic 

lethality (Kim et al. 2009). The specific Epc1 residues involved in the disruption 

might explain this apparent discrepancy in reports for the necessity for EPC1 

in mice. The viable Epc1-/- mice were generated by disrupting exons 3-5 (Dong 

et al. 2017) thereby leaving the EPcA domain largely intact, whereas the non-

viable homozygous null Epc1 knockout mice involved disruption within the first 

exon (Kim et al. 2009). These differing results underscore the importance of 

considering structure-function when assessing EPC. 

Another important issue not yet thoroughly addressed is the 

significance of the duplication of EPC1. Throughout the course of evolution, a 

paralog of Enhancer of Polycomb, EPC2, arose by duplication in zebrafish, 

rodents, and humans. Multiple studies have highlighted either EPC1 or EPC2 

independently, yet it generally remains unclear under what conditions one 

paralog may be preferentially critical. Neither EPC1 nor EPC2 can functionally 
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replace yeast Epl1 (Hamza et al. 2015). However, it is possible that 

coexpression of EPC1 and EPC2 might promote viability in epl1∆, and shed 

light on the importance of both paralogs. 

How many distinct moonlighting roles might EPC have beyond 

NuA4/Tip60 complexes? As noted, studies have described functions of EPC 

appearing independent of NuA4/piccolo-NuA4, either as a part of a distinct 

complex (Attwooll et al. 2005), or as presumed due to expression patterns 

distinct from NuA4 (Kim et al. 2009). Further, several large-scale proteomic 

and genomic screens returned EPC as a hit without identifying other NuA4 

subunits, such as TIP60 (Kim and Sun 2007; Huang et al. 2013; Zeng et al. 

2015). It is possible that EPC exists in additional multimeric complexes, yet to 

be identified, which for example, may assemble upon specific stimuli or during 

particular developmental states. EPC function may also be fine-tuned by splice 

variants, many of which have been identified in metazoans (Table 1-2). 

 Finally, although several studies have pointed to EPC1/2 alterations in 

cancer, few have yet to shed light on the functional significance of EPC 

alterations in cancer biology. For example, in the case where EPC1 is 

downregulated in leukemia (Prasad et al. 2014), is this downregulation EPC-

specific, or does it have more broad effects on NuA4 complex dynamics and 

stoichiometry? One could speculate that in the latter case, if NuA4 activity 

were altered, acetylation of histone-substrates would be disrupted. Non-

histone NuA4 substrates have also been identified in humans [reviewed in 
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(Squatrito et al. 2006; Avvakumov and Côté 2007; Lee and Workman 2007)] 

and in yeast (Lin et al. 2009; Yi et al. 2012; Mitchell et al. 2013b; Downey et al. 

2015). Pursuing the corresponding effect of EPC alteration on these 

substrates will be an important direction for future research. 

 Loss of Hda1 suppresses epl1∆ sds3∆ phenotypes, and 

underscores a NuA4-Rpd3L-Hda1 regulatory axis. In Chapter 3, genetic 

interactions between NuA4 and HDACs were probed, using epl1∆ sds3∆ as a 

proxy for the loss of NuA4. Whereas each deacetylase mutant examined 

demonstrated distinct interactions with NuA4 and Epl1 specifically, the most 

noteworthy was Hda1. Each phenotype assessed, such as temperature, DNA 

damage, and oxidative stress sensitivities, as well as progression through the 

cell cycle, histone H4 acetylation, and rDNA silencing, was suppressed by 

hda1∆ in epl1∆ sds3∆. 

 The robust rescue of epl1∆ sds3∆ by hda1∆ brings the apparent 

question of what is driving such a widespread, robust rescue? One 

mechanism that may have been responsible for the rescue involved gene 

expression. It was possible that bypass of NuA4 resulted in dysregulation of 

widespread transcription, rescued upon loss of HDA1. This hypothesis was 

addressed and tested in Chapter 4, but was found to be unsupported. 

 Whereas bypass of NuA4, using esa1∆ sds3∆ as a proxy, did cause 

widespread transcription dysregulation, primarily focused on ribosome 

biogenesis, esa1∆ sds3∆ hda1∆ did not promote a pervasive restoration of 
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gene expression. Additional analysis of the genes that were presumably 

involved in the rescue of gene expression might provide further insights. 

Whereas these differentially expressed genes were neither enriched for H4 

acetylation, nor for Esa1 binding, it remains to be determined if they are in 

fact, enriched for Hda1 binding, or contained within any kind of genomic 

structural element, such as the Hda1-regulated HAST-domains. Such 

additional analyses may inform on a new significance within the NuA4-Hda1-

regulated transcriptome. 

 Upon ruling out generalized widespread transcription under normal 

growth conditions as the mode driving the Hda1-mediated rescue, it is perhaps 

useful to consider that there may be a different broad-acting mechanism 

behind the HDA1-driven rescue. A possible candidate behind the rescue is 

H2A histone variant, H2A.Z, encoded in yeast by HTZ1. Whereas H2A.Z is not 

essential in yeast, it has been implicated in many important functions including 

formation of boundaries in silent chromatin (Meneghini et al. 2003), and is 

widespread in its genomic localization, though primarily focused at promoters 

of inactive genes (Guillemette et al. 2005; Millar et al. 2006). Additionally, 

htz1∆ results in dysregulation of about 5% of yeast genes (Meneghini et al. 

2003), and impairs splicing of intron-containing genes (Neves et al. 2017). 

Most pertinent, however, is that H2A.Z is acetylated by Esa1 (Keogh et al. 

2006) and deacetylated by Hda1 (Lin et al. 2008), placing it centrally in the 
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Esa1-Hda1 relationship (Figure 5-1) as a candidate for driving the hda1∆-

mediated rescue of epl1∆ sds3∆. 

 Directly testing the importance of HTZ1 in the Hda1-rescue mechanism 

is not trivial. Rpd3L, the deletion of which allows survival of epl1∆ and esa1∆, 

has a synthetic lethal genetic relationship with HTZ1 (Lin et al. 2008). To work 

around this lethality and to simultaneously test the importance of acetylated 

Htz1, lysine-tail point mutants of HTZ1 can begin to dissect the importance of 

the NuA4-Hda1-Htz1 relationship. Previous experiments done by Ana Lilia 

Torres-Machorro illustrated that mutating each of the four N-terminal lysines (K 

3,8,10,14) of HTZ1 to alanine resulted in similarly strong temperature 

sensitivity as esa1∆ sds3∆ (unpublished data), but when even three of the four 

lysines were mutated in esa1∆ sds3∆, no phenotype was observed. This is 

consistent with reported internal redundancies of N-terminal lysine acetylation 

of Htz1 (Mehta et al. 2010). Additional experiments should be carried out to 

test if acetylation-dead Htz1 interferes with the Hda1-mediated rescue of epl1∆ 

sds3∆, including evaluation of the nonacetylated K>R mutants and the 

acetylation-mimetic K>Q mutants in both the epl1∆ sds3∆ and the epl1∆ 

sds3∆ hda1∆ backgrounds. 

 Initial analysis did not show significant enrichment of Htz1 binding sites 

[Htz1-loci data obtained from (Guillemette et al. 2005)] with the dysregulated 

loci in the Esa1-transcriptome (Chapter 4). However, the Htz1 binding data 

analysis was a preliminary exploration, as it was performed in WT cells only, 
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Figure 5-1. The Hda1-Rpd3-NuA4 functional axis includes H2A.Z. An 
expansion of Figure 3-9, introducing the Hda1-Rpd3L-NuA4 relationship, 
now to include H2A.Z as part of the hypothesis that H2A.Z is a critical 
substrate in this interaction network. 
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and under different growth conditions than the bypass strain growth. It remains 

possible that a more parallel experimental set-up would be more revealing. In 

either case, the apparent lack of overlap between Htz1 binding and differential 

expression does not rule out the possibility that H2A.Z is misincorporated in 

epl1∆ sds3∆. To address H2A.Z misincorporation, Htz1 and acetylated-Htz1 

binding could be mapped by ChIP-seq in epl1∆ sds3∆ and in epl1∆ sds3∆ 

hda1∆ to better understand how bypass of NuA4 and the rescue of the bypass 

strains affect H2A.Z regulation.  

 Given that Htz1 is important for the formation of boundaries between 

silent and active chromatin, the aberrant spreading of silent chromatin is 

another hypothesis that may be tested in epl1∆ sds3∆ for critical rescue by 

hda1∆. Deletion of HDA1 rescued the rDNA silencing defect of both esa1∆ 

sds3∆ (Torres-Machorro and Pillus 2014) and epl1∆ sds3∆ (Figure 3-8). 

Additionally, ultrastructural studies demonstrating widespread distribution of 

electron dense material in the yeast nucleus upon mutation of ESA1 (Clarke et 

al. 1999) may be suggestive of widespread aberrant chromatin silencing that 

may be resolved upon deletion of HDA1. There are many ways to test for 

aberrant genomic silencing, but distinguishing between silencing defects at 

individual loci and abnormal global silencing will be key to characterizing the 

role for Hda1 in rescuing the NuA4 bypass strains defects. Additional 

integrated silencing reporters, such as was used for rDNA silencing (Figure 3-

8a) may be used to assess silencing at the mating type loci and telomeres 
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[reviewed in (Grunstein and Gasser 2013)]. Mapping the regions of silent 

chromatin in WT, epl1∆ sds3∆ (or esa1∆ sds3∆), and the hda1∆ triple mutant 

may more broadly address the question of the involvement of silencing in the 

hda1∆-mediated rescue. The spread of silent chromatin relies on the SIR-

silencing complex composed of Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4 that bind and spread 

throughout the silent domain. Using ChIP-seq to map either Sir3 or Sir4 as 

proxies for regions of silent chromatin (Ellahi et al. 2015) would begin to 

address aberrant silencing upon NuA4 bypass and the subsequent rescue 

upon deletion of HDA1.  

 Esa1 is critical for proper regulation of ribosome biogenesis. In 

Chapter 4, high throughput RNA sequencing coupled with differential 

expression analysis and polysome profiling defined Esa1 as an important 

regulator of ribosome biogenesis through a mechanism involving regulating 

levels of gene expression. It will be important to more fully establish the 

precise details of this mechanism. 

 An interesting unresolved aspect of the involvement of Esa1 in 

regulating ribosome biogenesis is related to the apparent amorphous 

nucleolus in esa1 (Clarke et al. 1999), the dedicated site of ribosome 

biogenesis. The particular significance of nucleolar morphology in normal 

conditions, where it exhibits a crescent-like structure, and in the esa1 mutant, 

where the nucleolus appears to be unstructured throughout the nuclear 

compartment remains to be determined [reviewed in (Taddei et al. 2010)]. 
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Broadly, RNA pol I is important for the crescent-like morphology of the 

nucleolus. When rDNA transcription was driven either by RNA pol II or by a 

mutated RNA pol I with impaired function, it exhibited a more circular 

nucleolus that was not tightly associated with the nuclear envelope, 

underscoring the importance of RNA pol I-driven rDNA transcription for 

nucleolar morphology (Oakes et al. 1993; Oakes et al. 1998). In contrast, in 

cells treated with rapamycin, resulting in the downregulation of ribosome 

biogenesis, the nucleolus remained tethered to the nuclear envelope, but the 

size was minimized, and the nucleolus occupied a much smaller circular area 

at the periphery of the nucleus. This shift in nucleolar morphology was 

accompanied by a reduction in rDNA transcription, and the release of RNA pol 

I from the nucleolus. This same phenotype was, interestingly, also observed 

with H4 hypoacetylation (Tsang et al. 2003). 

 Understanding the role of Esa1 in the regulation of nucleolar 

morphology may lead to further insight into how Esa1 regulates ribosome 

biogenesis. Whereas esa1 results in H4 hypoacetylation, mutation of ESA1 

results in a larger, amorphous nucleolus rather than a diminished nucleolus 

(Clarke et al. 1999). However, the upregulation of ribosome biogenesis, in 

direct opposition to that caused by rapamycin, has the opposite affect on 

nucleolar morphology as well. It will be important to better understand how 

complete bypass of ESA1 affects nucleolar morphology since previous 

characterization relied on ESA1 hypomorphic alleles. Additionally, it will be 
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interesting to understand if Hda1 is at all involved in restoration of nucleolar 

organization. Florescence microscopy of nucleolar proteins that are not 

differentially expressed upon loss of ESA1, such as Sir2 and one of several 

RNA pol I subunits, such as A190, will help characterize the distribution of 

nucleolar proteins to help assess overall nucleolar morphology.  

 Whereas it is evident that Esa1 is critical for regulation of ribosome 

biogenesis, it is not yet apparent how the pieces of such a mechanism fit 

together to encompass transcription, rDNA silencing, and nucleolar 

morphology. Future studies, such as those proposed here, would allow for 

better resolution of how Esa1 is specifically involved in the critical process of 

ribosome biogenesis. 

 Summary. The powerful tool of bypass suppression facilitated the 

expanded characterization of two critical chromatin regulators in the NuA4 

HAT complex, Epl1 and Esa1. Bypass suppression can introduce added 

challenges in interpretation of results, since an additional mutation 

accompanies the deletion of an essential gene. Here, bypass suppression not 

only allowed for comprehensive study of essential genes in vivo, but 

simultaneously highlighted the importance of the network of interactions 

between HAT and HDAC mutlimeric complexes, specifically Rpd3L, Hda1, and 

NuA4. The studies presented and discussed in this thesis define new roles for 

Epl1, Esa1, and for how these critical subunits interact with opposing HDAC 

enzymes. These studies set the fundamental groundwork for future analyses, 
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where the focus can now shift from initial characterization toward increasingly 

deeper understanding of the mechanisms behind many of the new phenotypes 

and functions discussed. Given that the tight regulation of chromatin is critical 

for basic cellular functioning and is frequently dysregulated in human disease, 

it is particularly important to understand how the key chromatin modifiers 

discussed here are specifically controlled, and why they are explicitly 

necessary for biological function. 
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Experimental Methods 
 

 Unless otherwise noted, all experiments were performed independently two or 

more times. The following materials and methods for Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are 

detailed within the “Materials and Methods” section of Chapter 2: 

 

Yeast strains and plasmids 

Growth assays 

Flow cytometry 

Lysate preparations 

Immunoblots 

RNA-seq sample preparation and analysis 

 

Two additional methods used in Chapters 3 and 4 were not detailed in 

Chapter 2, and are as follows: 

 

 Halo assays. Cells were grown at 24˚ to saturation in SC medium. Final 

concentrations of 0.1 A600 of cells in 200ul were spread onto SC plates with sterile 

glass beads and allowed to dry. A small circle of sterile Whatman paper was added to 

the center of the plate center. 20 µl of either H2O or a solution of 3% H2O2 was added 

dropwide to the Whatman paper. Plates were incubated at 24˚ for 3-4 days, until a 

lawn of cells was sufficiently grown. No sensitivity was observed upon H2O treatment, 

and the size of the resulting Halo was insignificant. The H2O2-treated plates were 

imaged and the size of the Halo was quantified measuring the diameter of the halo in 

technical triplicate. The three measurements were averaged, and the area of the Halo 
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was calculated, and normalized to the Halo area in WT cells. Error bars were 

calculated using standard deviation of the mean of 3 independent experiments. 

 

 Polysome profiling. Polysome profiling was performed according to (Ingolia 

et al. 2009) with minor adaptations. In brief, starter cultures of cells were grown in SC 

at 24˚, expanded in 20ml, grown overnight, and then expanded again in 100 ml and 

grown to mid-log phase. Cell cultures were treated with 100µg/ml cycloheximide for 

30 seconds, stirring continuously. Cells were collected by vacuum filtration, flash-

frozen in conical tubes in a bath of liquid N2, and suspended in 1.1ml of chilled 

polysome lysis buffer (20mM Tris 8.0, 140mM KCl, 1.5mM MgCl2, 100µg/ml 

cycloheximide, 1% Triton), adding the chilled buffer dropwise to the cells. Frozen cells 

were lysed with a ball mill, for 2 rounds or 3 minutes at 400rpm in 1 minute intervals. 

Lysed cells were collected from the mixer mill chambers, and flash frozen. Lysates 

were thawed in a water bath and spun for 5 minutes at 3000g at 4˚. The supernatant 

was recovered and spun again for 10 minutes at 20,000g at 4˚, and the supernatant 

between the top layer of debris and the pellet was collected and the A260 was 

quantified. Aliquots of approximately 100 A260 units were used for the sucrose 

gradient. Sucrose gradients were prepared using 10% and 50% weight/volume 

sucrose prepared in polysome gradient buffer (20mM Tris 8.0, 140mM KCl, 5mM 

MgCl2, 100µg/ml cycloheximide, 0.5mM DTT, 20 U/ml SUPERase-In (Invitrogen). 

Using a gradient-maker, ultracentrifuge tubes were filled using a syringe, halfway with 

10% sucrose and then underlaid with 50% sucrose, until the tube was completely 

filled, avoiding air bubbles. The Gradient Master was used for form the sucrose 

gradients by tilted tube rotation with the following settings: 158 seconds, at a tilt of 
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12˚, at 16rpm. Gradient tubes were placed in SW-41 rotor buckets, and prepared cell 

extract was added to the top of the gradient. Gradients were spun in a pre-chilled 4˚ 

ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter Optima LE-80K) for 3 hours at 35,000rpm. A254 

measurements were read and recorded, using a solution of 50% sucrose to feed the 

polysome gradient into the spectrophotometer. 
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